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15th August - Independence Day
 
Awareness is  the need  for our India.
Country needs reforms.
Citizen of the country is in need of friendship with the rights and duties.
Good work for the country need of hour.
The country's welfare must be everyone religion.
Realized and do something for the country.
Law of the country must be respected by every citizen.
Everyone should be educated.
One man in the country to be in love with another man.
Everyone in the country should contribute to the progress of the country.
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A Contradiction
 
My own  identity
I want to know
 
I forgot I am human being
I  am part of people
my heart is no longer heart.
my heart is now polluted one.
I am singing song which is never liked by other.
my dress is white 	
my deed and action are black.
I am villain, I am don.
I am sorrow  of every day.
 
you seem like lion and hero
why are you eating grass
where is your satisfaction like lion.
 
when & where will your
madness for money stop.
	
when  your  morality
Defeat immorality.   
 
your heart is never bother for others
purely selfish thought and action.
 
All your deed  are parallel to Don
even then you are hero and i am  don.
 
I am physically harming
you are harming mentally
 
I doing illegal thing  and accept it
you are doing illegal thing and proudly say
i  am legal Honestly!
 
Don't you  think this is nonsense.
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A Possibility
 
Deep  in  the sky
Heart & Mind On search  of  life
May be I succeed this time.
Let us see how life is all about
 
Simple through away  all the sadness
Defeat all  difficulty, have faith on yourself
Life  is full of  colors.
Understand  & Enjoy   every form of color life.
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Acceptance
 
List all your weaknesses & demerits.
 
Line weaknesses according to level..
 
Lower as well as higher level of weaknesses to be assessed.
 
Listen every suggestion carefully & analysis yourself.
 
Loud voice certainly knock your heart on your demerits.
 
Latest technology need to be incorporated to deal with weaknesses or demerits.
 
Link your weaknesses with your mind as well as heart.
 
Limited time framework along with maximum possible solutions for demerits.
 
Look into solutions & sort out best effective solution.
 
Lastly preparation is in progress for effective implementation of solutions for
yourself.
 
Less number of solutions with mixture of latest scientific technology are ready to
hit your soul for acceptance.
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Addicts
 
Oh dear darling, oh my love
You do not know how much
you  are my life and everlasting love
we are mutual friend.
 
Every day we are fighting
Every day intense appeal from within says
&quot;I love you more than you love me&quot;
It's very difficult to certify
who's love is more strengthful.
 
My whole body burning
A huge smoke coming out
But I am unaware of consequences
Simple fall in love with you.
 
I am helpless, how to come out
How to get rid of blind love.
There is clear warning
This is injurious to health
Even than love to Smoking and drug addict  is not lost.
 
Can anybody came out stand strongly
And convert from love to hate.
Raise their voice against
Smoking and drug addict……will you…..may be one day.
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Advertisement
 
Alway keeping public in mind.
Public is our life line
Directed by deep thought
keeping in mind motto of object
value for money is our target.
Design to display in such a manner
every body say  this is the right choice baby.
Regular in nature so as to keep memories alive in mind.
Travel across globe and reach to masses.
Convince and  communicating is the sole mission.
Intention to educating people
highlighting benefit of their object
though different method of  media.
Simple and easy way to reach masses.
Exception are always their like other....misleading we hate.
Our motto is sole motto is consumer satisfaction.
We are your own.......advertisement.
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Agree - Yes Or No
 
I, me & myself  is every citizen priority.
What ever i am doing is correct.
Rule which is convenient to me are rules   and rest of them for amendment.
What is my benefit, why should  we think of our motherland?
We will raise hue & cry only where money is paid to us.	
We will raise our voice only for our  rights.
We will encourage people for raising slogan for meaningless agenda.
Ignore previous problems generate new  problem.
Our main object is how to divert people attention for their  welfare.
Corruption is everybody right to exercise.
No matter what ever country suffer& what is most important is myself.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Air
 
lifeline of every living creature.
Normally invisible in nature.
Feel relax is my motto.
Only under heavy pressure i am visible.
When angry i can take away
everything along with me.
Beauty is incomplete without me.
I may be hot, cool, warm & dry.
Purity is the need of hour.
Few people not aware of my importance harm me,
save me from my arch enemy called pollution.
Let us  jointly work for pollution free pure Air.
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Anguish - A Way
 
Anguish is a weakness.
Anguish is a feeling.
Anguish  is a defeat.
Anguish is a win.
 
Provoked by someone.
You are dancing on instruction.
Your life is  not controlled by you.
You are simple puppet.
 
Hurting your near & dear one.
Dual way effect.
Not only you but also dear one heart is hurt
Simply  your heart feeling is hurt.
 
Your mind is not under your control.
You will act as per other people wish.
Failure to understand difference between wrong and right.
You are certainly gong to loose.
 
Very first understand  situation.
Planning strategy to counter their move.
Hitting target to shut their evil action.
Win will certainly knock your door
& say everything is in your control I am with you.
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Appeal To Join
 
Where are you annoyed with us.
We are desperately looking for you.
What is our fault at least you should inform us.
Whole society want to assure you that your respect is our priority.
When will you join us, we are incomplete with out you.
Wide range of discussion on your presence & practically acceptability is already in
progress among society members.
Will power is gradually growing among society member for you.
Wanted & loved  by everyone irrespective of their selfish interests.
Welcome party is already fixed.
With your support, we will fight against all evil.
 
Win will certainly knock at our door.
Warm regard to truth for joining our society.
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Applicable
 
Society can love.
Society can hate.
 
It's matter of freedom.
 
Nobody impose anything on you.
You can not impose your wish on others.
 
It's truly matter of soul.
 
Soul to analysis honestly.
Soul don't  sides with anyone.
Soul enjoy power of difference between valid and invalid.
Soul certainly guide you right path.
 
Be Democratic, have a spirit of tolerance & respect law of the land.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Application Of Science
 
Race against time is a scientific thinking.
Reinvent technology is a upgradation of scientific thought.
Realising need of reinvented technology is a step toward growth.
Revolt against Orthodox technology is a welcome move.
Right from beginning scientific methods are result oriented.
Repeated appeal for use of scientific technology is a productive science.
Revival of community from communication will certainly encourage more people
to use scientific methods.
Raise your voice & educate people and farmers in particular for use of scientific
methods of agricultural.
Real fight is application of scientific methods every field & this is the only way to
win race against time.
Rebuild & reinvent modern  India with  scientific applications.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Approach
 
Yes, we are angry
There is complete chaos and disorder
Every one want to run their own system
A mad race to reach on top.
 
Love, emotion & feeling find it difficult
To some space in human kind,
People are in hurry to reach desired destination.
Money, money
all our celebration connected to money.
 
we will give money on birthday  we are valued
we  will give donation to a reputed education institute
we will give  bribe  our job will be done in few second
when we will realize this is a vise -versa problem.
We want to swim on money river,
but we do not want to sink in money river.
 
Stop, think and go
Build and develop  a system.
 
Stop this mad race, money is something but not everything
give some time on good thought
Which give little bit of room to love, emotion &feeling
Thought that build and develop a system
Which provide peace of mind and meaning of growth.
 
Are you angry, raise your voice  say  &quot;yes we are angry&quot;
 
‘O' Really we are!
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Approach To Fill
 
Yahoo world to civilized world of humanity.
Yare like development of humanity.
Yokel community fast following urbanization.
Youthful attitude of humanity is very encouraging.
Yulan like growth of economy is a symbol of stability.
Youth feel satisfied with job opportunity
Yieldness by the society to move on same line.
Yes there is lot of space for scientific approach.
Yeomen like control over implementation of various approach.
Youth some economy will certainly accommodate every citizens of country.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Around The World
 
I saw a huge society around me.
Every one accepting something from me
Some of them  fully conversant with buttering.
Every body accepting something from me.
 
I am very much pleased  to  know
Number of  people trust me.
I feel like I am flying in the sky
With very  big feathers around me.
 
I want to define my  path
I want to Clear  all the hurdle in path.
This is the right direction.
A road to success in life.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Arrow-A Purpose
 
An attempt to rediscover ourself.
All direction are wide open to move on.
Arrival of  fresh air inspire to take good decision..
Action & results are  symbol of your decision.
Admirer or critics are  next knocking at your door.
Analyst are ready with list of suggestions.
Among these suggestion few carry certain  fruits.
Arrow is ready to reach its destination.
Almost warm-up exercise is going on.
Attention is firmly focus on desired direction.
Astonished to see desired arrow is slowly tilte in our direction.
At last we are in possession of arrow, a symbol of purpose achieved.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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At Least One
 
Honour human value.
Always regard elders.
Man of his word.
Believe in positive attitude.
Rich in thought.
Quick in timely action.
Spreading love and caring in need.
Show kindness and helping weaker.
Stood up against all evil.
Being law abiding person.
Convincing  and realise everyone one.
Work is worship.
What is good for them.
Being good citizen and human being.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Attitude
 
This is a spirit.
This is a sport.
This is a source of energy.
This is a life line.
 
When you are down
Refresh yourself fight it out.
Gather all your energy
Believe it you will near to success.
 
A friendly fight  against your opponent
Simple prove yourself  you are better
This is a test of coordination and control of
Mind, strength and time to give you an edge.
 
You are very weak and inactive
Give a thought on fight
I will fight it out and win over all my weakness
This thought will generate lot of energy.
 
Life is full of worries forever
Understand worries in true spirit
Play it with full energy
Every movement in Life is fight.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Aukaat
 
mulaqaat hoyi baat  hoyi,
dila de vatandre di haje shuruvaat  hoyi
 
dono passeo haje shuruvaat  hoyi
e pyar di kahani java likhi gayi.
 
chori shipe didaar nit kariye
haje pyar di kahani java hoyi
 
chan dekhne da mauka mile
haje  aisi suhani raat  hoyi
 
yaar nu poun de badle
rab di haje daat  hoyi
 
rab de  sahme matha tikane
hje babbu shayad saddi aukaat  hoyi
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Awareness
 
Unnumbered people on the floor
with full comfort and tension free sleeping.
while few people find it difficult to sleep
along with dun lop pillow bed surrounded with tension.
hundred of thousand children going to school
for high class education on the other side
lac and crores of children do not understand.
what is school and actual meaning of education.
few people earning thousand and crores.
and unnumbered people hardly earn hand to mouth.
counted people travelling in car and aeroplane.
uncounted number of people still travel in bullock cart
when will wake-up and realise the economic disequilibrium
this difference must be minimise at any cost
only important point is awareness among people
wake-up...wake-up.....from deep sleep.....will you?
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Awe
 
General public afraid  of anti-social elements.
Business class afraid of  tax officials.
Political leaders, actors, police, spies
afraid  of Confidential matters in public.
People in  relationship afraid of love.
 
Everyone is in awe.
Why unwillingly or willingly  awe is in our life.
Why awe.
When will   end of awe.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Ban
 
Bringing & promoting  Western culture.
Against  principle of  relevant field.
No where near public interest.
 
Be brave, be Indian  trust yourself.
At least little favor to constitution  of India
Not to worry, money is something but not everything.
 
Beware of  power, keep distance.
Always favor  or try to neat truth.
Nobody forfeit what ever you possess
 
Be hopeful, must enjoy & faith your self.
Attention  always public interest.
Naturally you will face the best music with full heart felt thrill.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Basic Math
 
Subtract your worries
dividing among your near one.
Multiply your experience
try  to implement in a  positive way.
Sum up all your result
have a percentage of all your loss & gain
in a true sprit.
Believe it or not 
If Grand total fail to give you happiness
outcome will definitely satisfy you,
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Before
 
Night stand for beware
Morning meant for refreshes
Before  you act
 
understand night
fight it out
before you breakdown.
 
Collect all your energies
Think, design & Act
Before the sun set
 
All trouble will fall down from hill
All your ocean of  worries will be glass of water
You will be happy to drink
Life will be easier and happier
Before you dissatisfy from yourself.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Before Morning
 
Naturally  rest is required  after hard working  whole day.
Intention is to give some relaxation to mind & body.
Silently thinking whole day working.
Have some thought  & rethinking on what we have done whole day.
At last everything stop working  you are about to enter new world of dream.
 
No one with you absolutely alone.
Inner  & hidden soul  about to appear.
Suddenly you are  in a special world.
Highly favorable world, it look like  everything will happen according to your
wish.
Attention will certainly on your wish.
 
Near to your wish, it look like dream come true
In your soul  positive thought very much ready to attack.
Several thought fighting each other.
However your mind in very puzzle like situation & try to work as middle men.
Awake, hello  somebody knock & say 'Good morning' wake up.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Being Human
 
O god O dear god.
Please  use  Your holy strength.
Insert your holy  strength in strengthful and intelligent statue.
So that they will break their silence and serve the community.
Lead and act in right direction.
Force all devil forces down to earth.
Your blessing and shower of  kindness  is the need of the hour.
We do not want one angel, we numerous angel.
They will remove hunger, poverty, and harmony among people.
By mistake they never  make any mistake.
Behave like true lion of society and universe as whole.
Please, please god remain with them stop them from becoming rat.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Best
 
Best part of your life is already gone.
Best time of your life is already spent.
Best virtues of your personality is already noticed.
Best friendship is already realized by your self.
Best ideals in your life is already known.
 
Hope for the best, enjoy every movement of life.
Spent time for the best, expected better time to come again.
Generate new virtues  for the best, make a move to revalued.
Regain friendship for the best, create a bond of trust.
Search  fresh ideals for the best, ideals are your identity.
Choose what is  best-apply, feel & present it to others,
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Blank
 
Yes, of course you are right
Very true in spirit
We are blank
We are only spectator.
 
Our helplessness
Can be seen,
We fail to act.
Simple see  misdeed.
 
We are part of per motion
encourage dishonesty
Friendship with immorality
Is order of the life.
Like mad person
Who is playing with himself
Incapable to differentiate
What is wrong or right do not know.
Yes we are mad, we are blank.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Blank Paper
 
Write few word on me by your heart
And see yourself rhythm in your body.
Fill different color with designs believe
Me you will feel the difference beyond
Imagination and you will definitely thrilled.
Even sometime when some one lose control
Over me see how I am floating in the air
And your race to caught hold of me is a
Symbol of energy which  enjoyed by both of us.
Every one share with there sorrow and happy
Moment with me because I am only one you can trust.
I am very special for children as they play with me
There innocent mind made me airplane and  boat
To see how I am float in the air as well as water.
I am symbol of innocent and honesty when i am  blank. 
If any one try to write on me and  you will find
Numerous  word and thought  on me no one can stop you
on writing on me……I am piece of blank paper.
My magic work every where in the world.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Blood
 
While passing through Narrow and thin alley of Innocent little heart
When blood came out
travels via pulse of hand and leg.
Clean  blood gives us
The entire body freshness and  elation.
 
The blood that comes out of the body
Then life becomes a form of charity.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Border
 
Border is a mark of respect and honor.
Country define and known by border.
Soldier guard border day and night. 
It is matter of pride to safeguard border.
Border is love and passion for every citizen.
Few  enemy of  peace cross border.
Their one and only mission is to develop enmity.
Border is center point of flag meeting.
For many it's  entry point for friendship.
Friendship to develop relationship between country.
It's  symbol of existence and giving  respect to  each other.
Border stand for give respect take respect.
Border is so simple to understand, but difficult to follow.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Born
 
AS  I OPEN MY I SAW A NEW WORLD
NUMBER OF PEOPLE GATHER IN AROUND ME
JOY OF SOME PEOPLE WORTH WATCHING
SOME PEOPLE WANT TO KEEP ME THEIR HAND
FEW PEOPLE WANT TO KISS ME
BUT FOR TWO PEOPLE ARE MORE PRECIOUS
FIRST  ONE WHERE I FEEL MORE SECURE
ANOTHER ONE  WHEN  I FEEL PROUD
MY WEEPING WORRIED EVERYONE
BUT NOBODY KNOW WHY I AM WEEPING
ONLY ONE KNOW AND REALISE WHY I AM WEEPING
ONLY ONE CAN UNDERSTAND AND  CONTROL
MY WEEPING BY FEEDING ME
EVERYONE ENJOY, PLAY & WELCOME WITH ME
BUT ONLY TWO PERSON UNDERSTAND ME MOST
ONE CONTROL MY WEEPING AND ANOTHER ONE
WHERE I  FEEL MY SELF PROUD.
I AM LITTLE UNKOWN WAITING FOR SWEET NAME
SO THAT I CAN START …..
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Bother
 
Be in line
Always encourage peace & brotherhood.
Violence must be everybody enemy.
Respect each & every law of your own country.
Be fair & honest in your life.
Self assessment is the lifeline of humanity.
Be discipline citizen of country.
Try to control your anger.
Believe it or not nobody dare to bother you.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Bowled Out
 
Get lost, find out roots of corruption.
high in the sky.
Deep in the sea
High on the mountains.
Darkness of mid might.
Somewhere in the wild dense forest.
In the heat of desert.
Come on wake up Indian citizens.
It's very much part of your duty.
Corruption bowled out serval honest people
Try to remove corruptiom from India.
Yes you can do, Just think of attempt in ths direction.
Remember dreams are ways of reality.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Brightness
 
In the dark, nothing visible.
Desperately looking for a direction.
Think of direction&, direction is in your front.
Mind & face feel good atmosphere.
Oh, no how one  can fell down.
Again feel good feeling as no nobody seen fall.
Oh God why people against darkness.
about to stand up looking for way.
Simple try to beat darkness & came out in light.
Spirit of fight against darkness is very high.
this time no fall down, caught  hold of darkness about to enter in the world of
brightness.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Business
 
Big achievement! Yes  I want to achieve set goal.
Unique approach & have a  fruitful strategies.
Several round process  to  choose & appoint.
Internal principal of term & condition moving different direction.
Never ending spirit of  fight it out & got it.
Eagerness to serve so as attain satisfactory level
Simply want to communicate   we are with you.
Statesmen  like interaction with each chain.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Butterfly
 
What  a beauty
My eye are unmoved
Forget everything
Simple looking at you.
 
Beauty I can hold
I do not want to loose
Strongly & well with in
Grip of  my hand.
 
Like every one I lost
My control in a bid to
Kiss you, but I am shocked
Why you ran away.
 
I feel jealous when
I came to know
You are like others
Those Who are very Found of
Their love  and passion is flower
 
You look so beautiful
Full of variety and color
Your moment from
One flower to another flower
Yes I know flower is your life.
Flying like wave
you are rightly defined-butterfly.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Can You
 
Sun is in full form bright shine.
 
 
 
Sun want to say 'can you shine  like me'.
 
 
 
Suddenly electrifying ray appeared  from dark cloud. Electrifying converted entire
atmosphere.  Can you change atmosphere like me.
 
 
 
It start raining, people come out from home & there thrill is watching.
 
 
 
Rain in itself, feel is so proud. 
 
rain  is  'asking can you show thrill' like me.
 
 
 
In a few second a half circle appeared in the sky.
 
 
 
Oh it's rainbow & want to say  i am simply colorful.
 
 
 
Tiny boys playing with  water, there innocent smile on there faces.
 
 
 
These little boys are in there heaven.
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Candle Light Dinner
 
Sitting alone on a table.
My heart is fighting very hard
moving north and south direction
north direction is very confident
of her arrival, while south direction
is very much puzzled and doubtful.
she might ignore.   
suddenly there is darkness in the atmosphere
cloud are moving very fast.
there is loud sound and small
electrify lighting  in the sky.
my heart is thrilled and jumping
finally rain accepted my offer
cent like smell generated from
mixture of soil and rain drop.
This is more than
candle light dinner
with your girl friend for farmer.
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Capture
 
Create circumstances for scanning your heart.
Assess yourself between good and evil.
Caught & capture evil within you.
 
Build atmosphere around you.
Realize other people to think & choose between good & evil.
Have a grip on your ideology and capture good thought.
 
Be prepared for spreading good thought around you.
Work for the society as a whole.
Have a courage to capture social welfare ideology.
 
Always try to capture evil and encourage good thought.
 
Ajay Srivastava
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Car
 
Combination of attractive physique and comfort
a medium of connectivity and economic growth
a mixture of technical innovation& development
undoubtedly owner’s pride and little bit matter of envy.
 
Numerous  design, make, color and shine
Automatic system make it more attractive
Huge space inside give feeling of comfort
Forced to say I should have company of car.
 
Car is a time saving medicine, which is need of the hour
One city to another city, even one country to another country
Play important role in tourism of country
Of course car relate to economic growth.     
 
From noise   to noise free car 
From hand to automatic and remote control system
From heated and low speed to air-condition and high speed car
A result of technical know and development.
 
It’s owner always feel themselves special
Keep body and mind refresh as well as active
Still many don’t have car comfort
Car is a symbol & status of hi-fi society.
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Care
 
Care is very precious service
Services to be rendered by heart
Heart always advocates honesty
Honesty consist of selfless services
Selfless services are in different mode
Few care for their parents, while majority
Of them prefer to serve community as a whole
Wholesome service never demand any reward
Reward automatically-  not in monetary term- reaches
desired destination, however time may be long.
It's impact can be felt, if care is done by heart.
Care is mixture of responsibility, selfless care and
Ignoring your pain and worry and satisfaction is the reward.
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Carpenter
 
Xylographer is looking & thinking deeply to find out.
Xylographic work is very difficult job.
Xenial job is always belong to professional.
Xray type analysis is always done by xylographer.
Xylography is nothing short of worship of work.
Xylem which perfectly match with and space.
Xylograph work must not affect by xylem.
Xenium must have presentable look.
Xenodochium must have friendly atmosphere with this gift.
Xanthium like effect will be added quality of & guest certainly feel honored.
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Character
 
Hard to develop.
Difficult to maintain.
Consistency is need of hour.
Stability is the soul.
 
Defining good virtues.
Exhale all your evil.
Inhale all virtues.
Hard to develop all virtues.
 
Win over your weakness
Keep some distance from evil
Refresh mind and heart.
Maintain your level of thought.
 
Stand on your thought.
Follow them as dream wish.
Difficult time is not a permanent feature.
Consistency will be standard.
 
Inner voice play major role.
Good or evil are only medium.
Choice is always doorstep of heart and mind.
This is all  stand for character.
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Charity
 
Crystal clear system.
High level  of spirit for implementation.
Acceptable to every citizen.
Right & duties to be practically followed in principle.
In the spirit of growth of  country.
Time bound completion of all work
Years will tell the citizen what is done for them.
 
Carry forward dreams, honestly work in the direction.
Applicable for everyone, right distribute among all those who deserve benefit.
Inner soul is the guiding force, true  spirit of growth.
Yes everyone must realize this is not one way route of  benefit.
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Christmas
 
Black and white isn't about Christmas.
Inhuman and cruelty isn't about Christmas.
Serving poor people about Christmas.
Humanity across globe is your family.
Devote some time and serve underprivileged is about Christmas
 
Refresh  heart and mind in holiday.
Happily accept what you have.
Keep distance from war.
 
What you are doing, you should and must know.
Spread love among masses across universe.
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City-Outlook
 
City is desperately looking for fresh look.
Citizens may unite for the sake of city.
Candid approach alongwith scientific idea will creat root map of city.
Clear vision is need of the hour for outlook.
Collective effort of citizens will make it more beautiful.
Coordinated action of every individuals  will generate feeling of responsibility.
Constructive bond of community is always play lead role.
Creator & designer are working day night for fresh look.
Continued support of self service donors is a encouraging factor forever.
Confirmation of fresh look of city  will certainly knock door of society.
Contribution is trying very hard for his status in the heart beat of every citizen.
City fresh look will certainly, sure & firmly depend on contribution.
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Color's
 
Whenever I imagine
Whenever I think
I find you very attractive
I am thrilled and satisfied.
 
I am really astonished
Your friendliness with nature
How your success felt by everyone
A necessity in life.
 
When you are on earth,
I want to catch you.
When you are in the sea,
my heart want to swim with you.
When you are on the sky
My eye say &quot;why not I am with you.
 
 
You unique creation of god
One of the best creation of god -human kind
Further innovate you make you more attractive
You are, loved by every human kind on universe.
 
You are on the doorstep-to welcome guest
You are omnipresent, you are owner pride
You are born to fill different COLOR in every creature of god.
 
Life is incomplete with out you 'oh my dear colors'.
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Combined
 
Hopefully looking high in the sky.
Dark cloud slowly moving like problem in the life.
Suddenly a wave of electric appeared from dark cloud.
Entire atmosphere filled with pure water like solution.
 
On the other side of mirror.
Waves try their best to touch sea shore.
Simply want to say never say die.
A clear lesson of success to everyone
 
Hope and honest action are rule of meaningful result.
Feel real taste of life which say  'I will teach you again & again'.
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Combined-Outcome
 
Hopefully looking high in the sky.
Dark cloud slowly moving like problem in the life.
Suddenly a wave of electric appeared from dark cloud.
Entire atmosphere filled with pure water like solution.
 
On the other side of mirror.
Waves try their best to touch sea shore.
Simply want to say never say die.
A clear lesson of success to everyone
 
Hope and honest action are rule of meaningful result.
Feel real taste of life which say  'I will teach you again & again'.
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Come Out
 
Heart and mind looking for opportunity.
Only hurdle is time infect appropriate time.
Large number of gathering of known and unknown people
egar to act how to act do not know.
Only knew one side of  picture
another we do not want to look into.
Heart  and mind full of fire-just because
of odd thought and abusive language.
This is one of hard core lesson  learnt by few.
One and only motto in mind is revenge
and big question remain unanswered.
How to minimise if not fully removed
success is the only hope....
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Compass - Follow
 
In the spirit.
Near to your heart.
Tension  is lifestyle.
Every  step  effect  atmosphere.
Guidance  & movement is always depend on compass.
Reverting or thinking of neglecting compass will destabilize.
invasion by internal  as well as external    evil force bound take their position
and  chaos dominate in atmosphere
Timely realization  & need of compass.  
Yes you have to give, guide & direct  people  to understand
difference between wrong  as well  as good.
 
In the spirit of patriotism, nation always grow.
Timely action, enhance growth.
Growth  will encourage welfare of people, real  power  every country need.
Internal strength will emerge, teach evil forces.
You will feel taste  of peace.
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Cool
 
How cool we are
People are crying
Crying  for their
Existence & survival
Rising price laughing on them.
 
People are fighting
For the sake of religion
There is complete chaos
Their wound are increasing
Day by day and no healing
But we are very cool.
 
Minting money is order of the
Present society, how money is
Earned, which method is used
Is totally irrelevant & meaningless.
There is mad race to beat their fellow
Even than we are cool
 
 
When we will wake up
When we will realize
We are human being
We will fight it out
And beat inflation.
Our infighting will be stopped
We will not fight for
Caste, creed &religion.
Our aim is work toward
Welfare of society as whole
Only then we will be able to
Say &quot; we  are one.&quot; &quot; We are super cool.&quot;
 
Let us pledge together &quot; we will work together and make
Our universe free from our infighting  in the name of
Religion, caste, creed and equilibrium in society infect
Corruption free honesty real super cool society &quot;.
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Courage
 
Courage to say
I have not work hard.
This is below my dignity.
I accept my defeat.
I myself is totally failure.
 
Courage to see.
Go through incomplete job.
Unlawful activity, ignore them.
Hunger and poverty across universe.
Blood of solder during war.
 
Courage to act.
Hospitalization of  injured person.
Fruits of development to the needy people.
Completing precise task/work in time.
Justice to every citizen of country
 
Courage to stand firm.
I will remain honest.
Honesty to see unlawful activity under control.
Control to coordinate to get desire result in time.
Rewarding hard work and honesty.
I will firmly stand by principle.
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Courage - Different Way
 
Courage is a matter of pride.
Courage is a symbol of physical strength
Courage is a thrill game.
Courage is a toughest task.
 
Fighting for your mother land.
Facing bullet for the country.
Sacrifice your life for the safety of fellow citizen.
Feel yourself and realize other meaning of pride.
 
Always required for fighting enemy.
Standing fit in minimum  & maximum plus/minus temperature.
Ready to face heavily odd as well as adverse condition.
Physical strength need of every one.
 
We are capable to manage  difficult situation.
A confidence building exercise.
Feel of adventure as well as thrill game.
We are fit to fight with anyone, if anybody try to challenge us.
 
The most difficult courage.
Fighting with your enemy without arms & ammunition.
Your enemy is  very much invisible.
Sometime  your own country citizen are your enemy.
Fight  against social evils within society.
In a country where honesty is punished and dishonesty is rewarded.
Certainly this is most toughest form of courage, may be very few possess.
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Creation
 
Oh god, oh dear god
Your every drop from sky to earth
Is equal in every respect
But your own creature -human  -create a huge difference.
 
A difference in standard of living
See irony of life!
One person spent thousand on clothing
Another person do not have cloth to wear.
A big difference !
Few enjoy hi-fi education with latest technology
And a large number of people don't have basic education.
See the tragedy of life!
Whole life we are indulging in defaming each other
Simple to prove I am superior than  you
At end of life  every one go with empty hand
Our fate is equal.
 
I will honor and trust you
When you will reduce inequality
When you will say you are good as I am
Of course difference must be there
But well within precise limit.
 
Every one want to be top of the world
Every one want to fly in the high sky.
Is it possible to fly in the high sky, but with the right method
can 21st century scientist invent  right method
to reach top of the world and able to fly high in the sky.
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Dance
 
Design to attract art.
Art to enter nerve system.
Nerve system is a never ending way to new creativity.
Creativity require  hard work and eager
Eagerness will take you near masses.
 
Desire to become center of attention.
Attention will work as new  force for heart & mind.
New force  will give power to creative creation.
Creation is a direction for hard efforts.
Efforts is root cause of success.
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Dear Heart
 
In our sorrow
In our joy
In our every move
He is with us.
 
We cry, he cries.
We are happy he is happy.
If we run he too runs.
Moment by moment with every step he is with us.
 
 
Every person must stand by him.
Please give him a healthy environment.
Please give him healthy food.
Feel himself happy, feel yourself happy.
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Dear Mother
 
Mother is a teacher when you are child.
A dear friend in your teen.
Mother always play role of a doctor
when you are surrounded by your family responsibilities & problem.
Mother through rain of blessing from heaven.
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Deepawali Pledge
 
Let us pledge together.
 
We will fight for noble cause.
We will follow truth.
We will ideal principle of life.
We will support honest people.
We will create clean environment.
We will oppose violence.
We will do our best for taking & fulfilling assign legal responsibility.
We will join hand with  our  society  for up-lifting of downtrodden.
We will raise our voice /stand against every wrong/unlawful.
We will spread brotherhood, harmony in the society.
 
Come on citizens of India
This Deepawali we will full fill our one, two or more pledge.
It's simply question of our capacity.
 
This true way to show solidarity not only with our India but also with  soldiers.
Vande matram, bharat mata ki jai, Its your own country.
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Deserve
 
Gateway to enter in heart
Realizing how someone care for you
About to touch  your soul
Teaching  everyone to follow the same.
Intention is certainly both way honesty.
Trouble  in your  way   will knock  & create hurdles
Undermine problems & solve them as troubleshooter.
Directing others to do something special for you  as their heart beat for you.
Everyone wish to enter other soul in different form, but this is toughest task tried
by many  & very few honest people succeed.
 
Get up, ready to build your self.
approach your heart, talk to your heart.
Inhale all your good  thought, try to implement in yourself.
Ultimately aim is entry  in others heart in different form.
Definitely you deserve care by others.
En light lit of honesty every field badly need.
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Desire
 
Moving from left to right.
From north to south of my heart.
I fail to find even single virtue.
My heart is empty
 
My heart is so shrink.
Even there is no space for my self.
I ask several my heart.
'why are you beating.'
'why there is no feeling.'
 
My heart gently and politely said
' I am broken into pieces'
I am looking for flower,
Which  convert broken pieces of heart
in to flower  garden.
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Diplomat
 
Walk gently, present your credential
talk politely, love directly
develop good relation
relation to be rewarded timely
attack indirectly, spread a network
people to people contact in official circle.
identity of a true representative
known as diplomat of a country.
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Don't
 
Don't cry, feel proud.
Don't like, feel honored.
Don't feel alone, everyone with you.
Don't love yourself, love motherland.
Don't say soldiers died, say soldier are martyrs.  
Don't mix politics, mix patriotism.
Don't look back, go ahead with experience.
Don't find fault, find effective strategies. 
Don't encourage war, find peace with meaning.
Don't keep personal interest, motherland interest is very first.
 
Don't associate  yourself with corruption, dishonesty & immorality
Associate yourself with honesty & morality.
Believe it or not.
Your are as good as soldiers.
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Down Lighter
 
Open your mind
filter your heart
I am really worried
I am jealous.
 
I play dual role
Very few understand me
I am demoralizer
At the same time
I am also motivator self assessor.
 
Always  look on brighter side
Those who have fighting spirit against me
Are always on the top of the world.
Rest of them in deep darkness.
I am known as down lighter.
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Dream
 
All vehicle running in their respective line
with defined speed.
People are standing in a straight line.
Absolutely pin dropp silence.
I came out with smile on my face
as & when i reached the bus stop
i got bus  to reach my destination
to my surprise i have seen all the
chair filled  with person doing their job.
I put up my file keeping   one envelop
other hand  to be ready for any hurdle
within half an hour my file is processed.
I got one certificate thankfully i raise
my hand having envelope to give them.
But i get prompt reply
&quot;No Sir....this is our duty.&quot;
Suddenly i hear one voice coming to my
hear...wake up...wake up son...today is not holiday
you will be late.
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Dream Moon
 
A source of inspiration.
A research centre for years.
A religious belief.
A friend in the darkness.
 
Beauty is defined and compared.
Milky white color always attract.
Children  stories are incomplete.
Moon is always source of inspiration.
 
Scientists  angle is different -
Possibility of life on moon and
Moon beauty is big question for them.
One after another space research mission
Every scientist want to reach on moon.   
 
Rise of moon is a religious symbol
Complete moon is a matter of faith
Their prayer are fulfilled by moon God
Moon is a bond of trust and religious faith.
 
 
Night  are lit up, direction is defined.
Young heart are always in comfort in moonlight
Look up in the sky, it gives cooling effect to eye.
Moon is like dream every one to grab it for few moment.
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Drive- A Destination
 
Do you really care & fight for us.
Daily review & discussion on our problems.
Determination right must be our right.
Don't you think without solution discussion on problems is meaningless.
Deserving authority is badly needed  for it's implementation.
Direction must be clear & firm on account of practical possiblities.
Doctrine of welfare must be overhaul& rediscovered.
Division of society must be stopped
Driving out society from strong hand of cast, creed&religion.
Destination will be very much near public welfare.
Definitely you are on right track, if honestly followed.
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Drop
 
Tiny  dropp of  water on a sloppy leaf
and reflection of sun ray on drop
differ from dropp to crystal like shape.
Number of  tiny dropp on lush green grass
give us scientific effect on our eyes while walking
few dropp on human body after hard working by farmer.
A sign of relaxation n can be seen on farmer /labour.
Little dropp coming out from eyes  is simple scientific deed.
&quot;dup&quot; like sound  when  dropped in a water pond.
But the most important  drop, in fact life line
Of  human being is two dropp for every child
Save child from suffering from polio like disease.
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Ecology Balance
 
Lion stand for power
Lion  is a symbol of  authority.
Lion is born for  rule.
Lion became victim of wild life enemy
save Lion and other animal
from inhuman hunter.
save Lion, maintain ecology balance.
co-existence is formula of evergreen life.
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Education Drive
 
Please to welcome you.
Ready to serve you.
Assign to spread you.
Gateway to implement you.
Yesterday, today & tomorrow stand for you
All the way we need you.
 
Priority of education for all section of society.
Redefine education for the welfare of society.
Attention as well as direction to various educational in spreading education.
Good governance will certainly help in effective implementation.
Your devotion to education in every tenses.
Awareness of education is a positive landmark for human being.
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Entertain
 
Effort and hard work of many
visible and invisible hand
technical and non technical
tirelessly working day, night & uncounted days
simple to present and cover
every section of society
irrespective of cast, creed & religion
who ever look feel part of their life.
Movement of happiness  as well as well sorrow.
Armed with story and songs
different color of life presented in such a manner
make it as real and with meaningful massage.
only motto is to.....entertain public.
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Essence
 
No condition, infect unconditional
No  one way, practically both way
No boundary –caste, creed, relation & religion
Is the essence of true love.
 
If you favor me
if only I love you
category is unlimited.
from relation to relations.
irrespective of caste or inter-caste.
There is no boundary for love.
 
Love is a scientific process
Theory of action and reaction.
most critical is understanding
form of love one get.
 
It may be
Mother & Child
Father & Child
Brother & Brother
Sister & Sister
Brother & Sister
Boy & Girl
Country & Country.
 
love is sea
love is sky
love is universe
love is essence.
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Everybody Wish
 
Arise like sun.
Disperse like cent.
Impress like flower.
Touch like heal
Years like long life.
Always play your life like true sportsman spirit.
 
About to begins your life.
Design your objects.
Implement your object in a planned way.
Take full responsibility of your planning.
You will certainly control your life.
All the way you life will definitely greet you.
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Eyes
 
Beautiful  and attractive
Small and well shaped.
Every one worried while you are up.
Every one pleased and thrilled while you are down.
 
Basic need of almost every creature of god.
This is a unique gift, which is normally open.
Love and romance is incomplete with out your praise.
Your utilities are beyond limit.
 
Few people are very unlucky.
They do not enjoy this  unique gift.
Just because of carelessness or by default.
Day and night are equal for them.
 
Eyes are very precious gift of god.
Think of few who do not have eye.
See good and enjoy and do good.
Be always alive, donate eyes(after life)  for
Those who do not have this unique god gift.
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Faith
 
Parent on  children.
Teacher on  student.
Builder on architect.
Scientist on invention.
Public on police.
Businessman on customer.
Debtor/creditor on receipt.
Politician on argument.
Keep the moral high to the level of peak.
Entire universe stand and run on trust.
Trust is the magic word of five letter.
So these five word letter must not fall
at any cost any where any time.
two-in-one word...trust...faith....to grow.
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Falsehood
 
I  am capable to provide shield to everyone
Those who want to save them self from anguish.
I am omnipresent and very fast to accommodate.
Every field accepted my existence
I am a part of their life and
imagine to live without me is near impossible for them.
Few use me as a formula of success. 
But sorry state of affair that my life is short
When I came out every one feel ashamed
This is the hard realty in my existence
Even than nobody think, ignored hard reality and follow me
My friendship with fear is long lasting
Fear is one and the only force which play  major role in my existence.
My arch enemy is truth, where I fell down in a second.
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Fear
 
Yes sir, yes sir i will sign without reading
  to oblige you and your person interest.
  I am here to serve you and your friend
  and order my junior to follow me.
  Promotion is the incentive assured to
  those who follow latest hi tech rule.
  Training and rule will be put in a sealed box
  will be put along with dustbin box.
  Keep distance board will be prominently  displayed
  dishonesty and laziness is our motto.
  We  will try to remove welfare and development
  word from our dictionary.
  Daily lesson on keep watching and shut up
  inaction will be on top priority.
  We will grow... we will  enter mid of 21nd century
  believe me this will became reality.....if we fail to wake-up.
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Fear Face
 
Care & love for someone near you.o
Loosing your dear one.
Lacking confidence within you.
Sudden encounter with living creatures.
Expected to receive from some one.
 
Fear is natural neceisity.
Fear is bonding affection.
Fear is preparation feeling.
Fear is result of misdeed.
Fear is horror created by antisocial elements.
 
Exception are alway exsist, either positive or negative form.
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Fed Up
 
There is lot of pollution in the air
people are fighting each other.
In the name of cast, creed & religion.
Big amount spent on arms & ammunition across world one end.
On other hand people are fighting for food every day life.
 
Please stop polluting air,
otherwise air will fed up
and we will fight for life.
 
 
Stop fighting before sitituation go out of control
police will fed up, there will be chaos and disorder.
 
Give some time, thought and money for poor people
people will be fed up resort to violence.
all the arms and ammunition will be of no use.   
 
Have some  faith on peace
create some atmosphere for peace.
cast, creed and religion meant for harmony.
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Feel Fresh
 
Please to greet you.
Reassure our faith on you.
Arise like a new hope.
Good to see you.
You are like spirit.
A ray of brightness.
 
Perfect smile please.
Regenerate happiness on your face.
Add all your virtues to shine.
Gather every good thoughts to feel fresh.
Yes I can do it for good health.
A nice way to preserve happiness.
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Feel Soul
 
Know one in this world know you.
You are very first judge of your action.
Your soul know you very well.
Your soul always in touch with your heart.
Heart is always in a fighting mode with mind.
Soul try to work as a middlemen between heart & mind.
Listening soul is our duty.
Soul is our real & faithful friend.
soul is torch bearer of life.
Soul always bear the brunt of our life.
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Fight It Out
 
We are try to find out peoples belong to our religion
We are on the look out for some people having expertise in creating disaffection
among people.
We are in search of some people capable of using corrupt practices.
We will find out people for creating disturbance in the country.
 
For the sake of our havoc.
Simply creating an atmosphere of helpless of masses.
Money & Power is our search.
Endless search is going on.
Nobody no when will this search.
 
What ever out come of search, but  one thing take for granted people of India
will certainly came out & defeat this types of evil design.
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Fight It Out.
 
Tension to the extent of fear.
Everyone passes this stage.
Success bring smile on faces.
Tears & sorrow is a symbol Failure.
 
Absolutely alone, no one with you.
Soul  is your only best friend.
Busy in fighting with your mind.
Eyes are hopefully  looking their desire match with mind.
 
Mismatch bring tension & fear.
However, match bring thrill in mind.
Performance is the  necessity.
Success & failure is the output.
 
Life is  the playground.
Willingly or unwilling. 
With or without team.
You have to play & fight it out.
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Filter And Scan
 
One day, coolest day.
We open our heart.
With full force.
Scan and filter heart.
Throw away all ill-will.
Make a hard decision.
We will never allow
Entry of sick thought and Hatred.
Remain ever green cool and calm.
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Find
 
South pole to north pole.
I travelled,
Looking for  few people
Having  bright and innovative idea with
Productive  result  which  spread
Every corner of  earth.
Shower happiness and peace.
I find number of people.
Rich to donate and poor to serve.
Hidden beauty of encourage exist everywhere.
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Find Me
 
Do not believe me
Rest assured I will force
And change your  thinking.
 
I may be harsh
Honestly I do not  want to hurt you.
My  harshness only for your good.
 
You may not apply my way of life.
But I will force you to think twice.
Good may  not be necessarily sweet taste.
 
Enjoy taste of  good and bad
Most thrilling is to find out
&quot;Bad in good
Good in bad&quot;.
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First Step
 
First step on the moon
Feel and realize gravity law.
First step of new born child
Amazing and astonishing experience for parent.
First step in the KG school
See yourself pearl and fear on child face.
Most thrilling and enjoying moment is
When young heart first step in the collage.
Every body pushing  and  look forward
For the  very first step of  newly married couple in the room
Feel the different type of heart beat.
Put your first step cross the border line
You will be in serious trouble and face enemy anguish.
Very first step are always in memories
With different taste and color of life.
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Fisherman
 
Every day I used to go in the
Deep in the sea
A huge hope always remain
In my heart and soul.
 
High Risk is always there
But I have no option
Simple run according to
Sea god: &quot;May be sea god
Kind to me today and give
Me Big catch&quot; 
 
Fighting with high waves
Forcing me to float as wave floating
But I resisted and manage to
Through away high sea wave.
 
Today I have big catch in my net
A huge fish along with few small fish
A symbol of trust and hard work
At last a sign of  success,
never look on Failure.
keep try …try..one day
success will be in your hand.
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Flowers
 
We are with you in your happiness.
We are with you in celebration.
We are with you in your honor.
We are with your in your sorrow.
 
A new born human infant enter in the world.
Little later when you achieve something in life.
Young girl and boys always need me.
Irrespective of attraction and greeting.
We are always with you in your happiness.
 
Our shower always gives happiness.
On floor, on carpet, on carpet, on stage.
Any occasion, any where, any time.
Irrespective caste, creed and religion.
We are always with your in your celebration.
 
In the sports for the country.
Fighting and Defeating country enemy.
In the award function for the outstanding work
Age is immaterial for honor.
We are with you in your moment of pride.
 
Lying down life in war trodden country.
Remembering martyr those who sacrifice their life.
Those who sacrifice their life while fighting against
Evil in the society  in peace time.
 
Flowers are always with us
Any moment, any time.
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Follow - Ideology
 
Me, mine & myself ideology Is the need of hour.
Mind your own business is not acceptable, when garbage is through everywhere.
Matters related to national hermitage.
Moving toward Western culture & discourage our rich culture.
Mockery of law by handful antisocial element.
Minting money from public fund.
Meaning & application of equality & justice.
Master in selfish interest over national interest.
Misuse of religious sentiments for developing ill-will among different religious
faith
Make up your mind & raise your voice against all these evils.
More and more people come forward treat at least one problem as their own
problem & solution will certainly knocking at the door, if you follow ideology of
me, mine & myself.
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Follow Me
 
if you can
path is difficult
but thrilling.
 
People may love you.
People may hate you.
It's  my thought.
Your view.
 
Angle may be different degree.
Your  mind, heart and soul
Will give you direction.
Accept it or reject me.
 
Honesty is the best policy.
Good or bad.
It's your choice & convince.
Following  me  is certainly
Difficult & thrilling.
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Foolish
 
Forget it and enjoy.
Find fraud simply ignore them.
Favour  someone  is a easy way to earn.
Foreign culture is our ideal.
Follow someone on the basis of assumption
Fear for  critical analysis of your job.
Foremost  act is buttering & polishing
Fight for meanless cause & create chaos.
First thing first personal gain is our only aim.
Feel   & realise   meaning of foolishness.l
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For You
 
For sake of someone life.
For the care & attention.
For honoring someone qualities.
For obliging & regard on word value.
For the good services rendered.
Everything for the good.
Simple way of expression.
Part of civilized society.
Feel good air in the atmosphere.
What is given, successfully done.
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Forget-Dare To Think
 
Forget it, forgive them.
They emotionally befool us.
By mistake this is happens.
We will try to forgive them.
 
Forget it, beyond our control.
This is immoral and illegal.
Ignorance of law is no excuse.
We are really helpless.
 
Forget it, without option.
This is natural disaster.
We will have to rethink & design.
Let us refresh & rebuild.
We don’t have any option.
 
Forget it, it’s really hard to say forget.
They fought for us day & night.
It’s our duty to serve you.
It really hard to forget them.
 
Forget it. It’s near impossible.
Life is given by them.
Their care is priceless for us.
Particularly those dear ones who completed their life.
Left us alone in the world.
Always remain in our memories.
It’s almost impossible to forget them.
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Free
 
Far from reality everyone interested in personal gain.
Region is the priority of every individuals.
Entry of wasted interest is wide open.
Ego is house hold name in the society
Few people set principle & follow.
Rare brand of individuals fight for underprivileged people.
early is very far from solutions for  the problem of helpless people, but honest
people always overcome&win.
every section of society is very fast to raise their finger & find fault, but rare
people easily silence their  critic.
Choice is always on your doorsteps.
It's your soul which work like compass of your life.
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Freedom
 
Name  are unlimited and their method are different
But with one and only motto is freedom.
Method of non violence  and path of truth
Is proved to very effected among masses
Sologan like:
 
&quot;Vande matram&quot; and&quot; &quot; inqlab jindabad&quot;
&quot;Tum mujhe khoon do mai tumhe azadi duga&quot;
 
Are source of energy and unity.
Policy of satyagrah  forced colonial ruler
To surrender and accepted their defeat.
 
Books and name are unlimited and immaterial
What matter is teaching
Teaching of selfless service, struggle
and sacrificed  whole life Only for us.
So that we will live in a peace.
 
Let us pledge on this auspicious day
'15th August 1947' India independence day.
&quot;We will  follow teaching of freedom fighter
Teaching every one know very well
Preserving and following their teaching
is true tribute to them and give meaning
of celebrating auspicious day&quot;.
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Freedom-Meaning
 
Easy to tell, but difficult to follow.
Everyone prefer to adop same path.
Even highly educated category is also play silent spectator role.
East or west people gind this policy as friendly.
Each voice support & follow same direction.
Entire creation of God love to live in a Friendly atmosphere.
Everybody want to say yes this is what we are looking for.
Enjoy & feel taste of freedom, but remember.
Enough is enough, if we fail to understand meaning of freedom.
End of freedom will be very near in the form violence, anarchy&disorder.
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Friend
 
When I am alone,
I am uncomfortable.
My happiness as well as
My sorrow  is happily shared.
I call him friend.
 
One who pin point my mistake
When I am alone.
One who differentiate effectively
Between good and bad.
He is my true friend.
 
Far from buttering
Near to heart.
smile, need and understanding  is only motto.
This is  known as friend ship trust.
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Friendly
 
Fine to be part of your  life.
Ready to share good thought.
Inch to yard, second to minutes, we are developing understanding
Enter in a new world affection.
Near each other heart just stand for care
Displaying highest trend of positive way of trust.
 
Some sort adventure
Have some joy.
In the heart.
Preserve the spirit.
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Friendship
 
Insert good thought in your heart & mind.
give some time and understand all.
exhale all evil thought in dustbin for recycle.
apply and implement good thought.
have a taste on yourself and others.
this is an art to be painted in different color.
have a maximum joy and thrill of life.
let your  and other have a peace of mind
heal your and other heart for universal friendship.
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Front
 
Dreaming of standing  in front of God.
Is a fools paradise.
We are  like bagger
God is a king.
Mind your own business
Do not disturb God.
Always indulging  ringing bell.
Please think  several time
Before standing in front of God.   
Asking something from God.
Have some good work
for creature of God.
Who is in need.
Have good thought
Spread them among masses.
Make good human being.
May be you will succeed  to reduce
Distance between you and God.
What to talk of  standing in front of God.
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Future
 
I am eagerly waiting
My heart is filled
Numerous hopes
Hope to define future.
 
My future will be little bit different
As my future depend on other people
How & when their(people)  demand increase.
My heart is filled with love
Love which will inter connect
With cell which further generate more love.
 
Time is every one future
Time is love and passion
Give more  time to time.
&quot;you will be rewarded&quot;
 
Reward will depend on level & quality
Spent on time, time will reward future.
A bright future, which every one look forward.
 
Time is eagerly waiting for respect from heart
Believe it not time will define a bright future.
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Goal
 
Goals are defined.
I want to excel in
Guidance and education.
I will put my best
Along with time frame.
Outcome is necessity
Good to best or bad to worse.
Happiness and sorrow are part of it.
Result is a symbol  of effective implementation.
Combination of effort and hard work.
Level of outcome is deciding factor.
Goals are in drain, Goals are in hanging
Goals are narrowly missed, goals are hit the target.
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God
 
Your existence is felt in difficulty & sorrow.
Remembering in Happiness.
Respect like father or mother.
Even share  feeling as a friend.
A colleague when  lonely.
Strong sense of security & strength.
This is one side but another side is that.
We always abuse him for our own failure.
Behave like enemy & fighting for different faith
without looking our own weakness.
Even stop talking expectation are very high
never  give simple thought if you are in his place.
Can we stand any where near to him
answer is very simple …no where…..no where.
believe in GOD- whole heartily…no space for evil thought.
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God Gift
 
Oh god you have gave me  strength
To  serve the people but I haven't serve the people
Instead I have always indulge in hurting people.
Oh god you have gave me mind
To think and understand difference between good and evil
Practically I am failed to understand  good.
Oh god you have gave me  vision
To see and look around globe good  work but I' haven't see good work
But I have always look evil and worked for evil across the universe.
Oh god you have gave me  heart.
To give and spread love and kindness toward people
Kindness is not my dictionary, what to talk of giving and spreading love.
Oh god you have gave me mouth
To teach honesty and speak polite language but I' haven't teach
Dishonesty touch height and spread back biting is life line.
Oh god you have gave me everything
But I failed to utilize various strength given to me by god
Oh god oh god please  please  give me strength to do and follow  only good.
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God Want
 
God want to see
Beauty  in ugly thing
Every living and non living creature of  god
Try  to find  out & see beauty.
God want to listen
God and  bad talk
Apply your mind
That's why  mind is important player.
God want to talk
Spread your good thought
Through away negative thought.
Be positive, be hopeful.
Of course difficult way, but surely
Road is wide open in your way of life.
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Good Friday
 
Good to see you again.
On your very own earth.
Out to refresh  public mind.
Desire to do for the welfare of masses.
 
For the removal of evil thought.
Ready to teach difference between good & bad.
In the very corner of every heart good is hiding.
Destination is very difficult to reach very corner of heart.
At last you will  get success, if honestly tried.
Yes  certainly you will achieve & find good.
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Good Mornining
 
Moving slowly rising upward
Looking very photogenic
Sun Like prince with crown appearing on the sky
Very far birds are flying in the sky.
 
Few people taking bath in the river
Some of them walking and jogging gently
Every one refreshing with lit bit of relaxation mode
Sweet voice of bird in the air even animal voice is attracting
 
A sense of duty among people
An act  without any fear is done
This is like a daily routine
Each one of us enjoy early morning.
 
Like sun does his duty every morning
Like birds flying in a search of their livelihood
We should not forget our duty.
Duty is sense of responsibility.
Life is a name of movability.
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Good To Contain
 
Guidance like a direction to move on.
Gradually moving toward destination.
Gracefully understand expected hurdle.
Good to fight honestly and win.
Generalize win as a part of life like defeat. 
Get rid of these type of thinking.
Generate your inner sense & feel.
Great feeling of responsibility arise in your heart & mind.
Generalize win as a part of life like defeat.
Going on is only motto in life.
Global thought & application is the need of hour.
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Google
 
Go for it  and find out is main job
any thing any where across globe.
Only for  those who love to see latest
everything is possible for me
from ancient age to modern 21st century.
Often used when you do not know
simple question what, when, where & how.
Going across globe to find out
exactly what you are looking for.
Latest, updated and  to the point knowledge.
Enjoy everybody trust 
go for answer any Field...... unnumbered question
i am your own....Google.
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Growing
 
How innocent & cute you are.
Every point of time you need my help.
I am part of your happiness and sorrow.
Each and every step taken  by you is directed by me.
I became tired to answer  once you started
asking one question after another,
Even than  I  thrilled & enjoyed every moment.
Now your innocent is lost somewhere
Need & help  is no more matter to you.
You are not bother to share  your happiness or sorrow with me.
You mature enough to take independent decision.
There is no flow of  question by you because you are capable
To judge yourself and make difference between good or bad.  
I am again thrilled, enjoyed every moment
But one more thing I got is peace of mind.
I can only shower my blessing to you and offer prayer to god
&quot;you will grow and always follow right path in your life&quot;
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Guest
 
Good to see you
Talking with you is my pleasure
Few minutes Breakfast is  a satisfaction
Playing with you is thrill for me
Each and every moment spent is in my memories.
It’s my passion to welcome guest
As long as they respect valuable time
Once time is disregarded by both
All the thrill and enjoy is lost.
Each one us want to get out  from this difficult situation
Remain guest, keep the spirit host high.
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Haa..Haa-Hi..Hi
 
Everybody loves me and want my company
available in the market free of cost.
Simplest way to communicate difficult talk,
while some people enjoy each other.
Few used me as teasing instrument on other.
Biggest friend for good health.
Certain section of people understand me
and convert me in to small industry.
A day celebrated in my name.
Little bit of biology and neurology is my formula.
Anyone can use me on different section of society.
Believe it or not happiness  is guaranteed.
My capability is to through away tension & problem
to some extent if not totally.
i  am your...ha...haa...hi...hii...laughter.
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Habit
 
Good to follow
Follow is tendency
Which take you in
Right direction and outcome is
Growth followed by regard
Make you famous.
 
Bad to follow
Following is tendency
Which take you in
Wrong direction and outcome is
Downfall followed by disregard
Make you infamous.
 
It's you choice
What to follow
Good habit or bad habit
Habit is gain and learnt from
Within as well as others.
 
Nothing special, nothing new
So simple to understand
But difficult to follow good habit
Let us pledge, we will through away
Bad habit one  by one
And follow good habit one by one.
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Happiness Unlimited
 
What other says
What other want
Are always limited  to our ideology.
A solution  to -Pain and suffering.
 
Love is unlimited.
A girl and boy is micro.
Love nature, love other creature of god.
Happiness will be  unlimited.
 
Give some weight  on criticism.
Happiness will be knocking at the door
Enjoyment will  be definitely felt.
A step toward permanent laugh.
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Happy Birthday
 
Few prefer to enjoy with friends
while majority feel thrill with family.
Some people shower flower.
Valuable gift is the popular method
but well wish is very precious
when offer by near and dear one.
Method may be different with one object.
This is one of the few negative approach 
purely one year reduced in your life,
 
even than loved by everyone across globe.
Who celebrate the day and 
simple to convey heart felt  feeling.
We love you and we wish you
happy birthday to... near one...dear one.
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Happy New Year
 
Have a thought  on your past.
Assess  and try to see all your action.
Put up some wrong action in your front.
Please keep in mind how to rectify wrong action.
You will have to find out way  not to do wrong action.
 
Near  every  heart  and mind time is clicking.
Every action by you is silently watch by time.
Win  is not possible, try to win time.
 
Your  own action decide destiny.
Every good or bad action certainly give you result.
Attention and priority will be on time.
Regain   & contain your goodwill.
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Healthy
 
Healthy mother gave birth a healthy baby.
Feeding very first milk full of protein and vitamin.
 Nourish like sowing seed for strong crop.
Drop of polio and injecting tetanus is like
spreading  root of  healthy and active body.
An amount of     nutritious food for growth.
Good education is like stem to innovate.
Leaves  are characteristic of with different branches
capable and healthy body is a symbol fruit.
Developing and creating strong country is
a juice of fruit that came out, make every one proud.
healthy citizen makes a healthy country.
Enemy within or out of country run away
and their evil thought- nip in the bud.
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Heart & Brain
 
Oh dear heart oh dear brain
I am desperately looking for
Your direction and guidance
Gave me strength to act
 
My every act have effect
On everyone those who
Believe in me and their
Level Of trust in myself.
 
This is your direction
Which give me the most
Wanted fame and trust
Only your guidance is capable
Which differentiate between
Good or bad.
 
I  really want you
I want you to  remain with me
I can not imagine to live with out you
I appeal both of them to &quot;Oh dear heart oh dear brain&quot;
Strongly coordinate with each other.
Because you are my object for desired result.
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Helpless
 
How poor you are
you are afraid of straw
your ego is so big
you want ant to give you respect
otherwise your blood starts boiling like oil
if ant fail to give you respect,
you will give punishment.
believe it or not
you are poorest men on earth
how illiterate you are
you do not know
Respect and honor is a matter of  heart
respect and honor  can not be forced.
Please try to became rich.
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Hope
 
Hope is a ray which brighten your lifeline
Lifeline  always encourage to go ahead
Ahead is strongly supported by strength
Strength consist of various field &level
Field and level join each other in true spirit
True spirit is born to excel and enhance level
Enhance level gives feeling of achievement
Achievement  not only relates to your growth  
But also connected  to your near and dear one
Near and dear one always direct you to work in
Right direction  and enlighten your inner soul
Inner soul is one of the best friend of hope
Let us hope against hope Be positive, be happy
Live like you are happiest human being in the universe.
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Host
 
Hate to compare with human being.
Our male member are symbol of hunger.
Serve for civilized & cultured society's.
Totally ignorant of their misdeed.
 
Height of their hunger of human being is violation of their own rule.
Oh god, you had created most beautiful creature in the universe.
Sorry state of affair is that human being now  considering them self god.
Try to become god, these human being moving toward inhuman being.
 
Hello, humans we are also creatures of god.
Our right to life is certainly violated by you.
So don't forget your duty to protect us.
To be honest, respect your own rule save wild life.
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Hunger-Bukh
 
High level of revision of nine word.
Under pressure of variance of word.
Near  your heart every word thrill in close collaboration with your mind.
Gear up your voice to stay strong.
Eager  & develop your  voice   to travel.
Ready  to speed up  your voice to connect  masses heart.
 
Beat of every   word must be demanding.
Unknown masses force to say once more.
Keep your spirit  high & confidence  must keep distance from over.
Hunger for your voice must remain in the heart of masses.
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I Mean
 
Friendship with everyone.
Technology is  lifeline.
Profit is my religion, rest is against my nature.
Polite & butter are main tools.
Always keep in mind Taste of  public.
Effective in communication skill.
Ready to compromise  for the sake of empire.
Close  watch on Target,
Priority  to develops future.
Higher standards of living.
 
Risk is my base.
Goodwill is my assets.
 
 
I mean  to say quality of successful businessmen.
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I Will
 
I will learn from defeat
I will act and defeat very word defeat.
like a true Lion.
I will fly in the sky along with other bird.
Understand their strength and
Follow them  in right direction.
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If
 
If you want to remove inflation.
If you do not  want our country from religious frenzy.
If you want  eradicate disease like terrorism.
If you do not want to sleep on  moral values.
If you do not want to  shed crocodile tear for farmers.
If you want every  person must mind his own business/work.
If you want to honor the women.
If you do not want misuse of  post by any individual.
If above all - is your heart felt desire.
So close, so close.
Stop corruption from India..
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Image
 
It's reality-existence to stay.
It's buildup - temporary medicine.
It's Science - for action.
It's Dream - A projection.
Character always play major role.
Followed by value based principle.
Where every evil fell down.
Born for exsistence & set example for every one.
Money play a key factor.
Supported by artificial  good deed.
Where every evil act is ignored.
It look like temporary medicine for permanent disease.
Based on fact & figure.
A high quality technic supported by machine.
Easy for descion and action.
Purely science for remedical solutions.
It's in your heart & mind.
A picture design as wish by soul.
Sometimes reality, but always far from reality
A dream projection human soul & mind.
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Inaction
 
we are watching
few parent paying donation to get their
children admitted in reputed school and collages,
while some other spending money
for extra classes for high marks for their children.
same people giving bribe to get their son selected for high post
lot of money spend on their future
to recover this they will demand bribe.
crowed is gather in around injured person.
rule and regulation are violated and amended
for the selected few people.
certain people not reporting on duty in time.
few people not working just sitting idle.
majority of people buying, but without bill.
We are living in 21 century
We know this wrong, but we will not act.
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Incomplete
 
We  are   full of energy and strength.
But you are  incomplete without our direction.
We can achieve any target.
Target need our strategy.
We are full of fighting spirit.
Fighting spirit need our coordination.
We are strengthful enough to convince.
Convince require our communication skill.
We will win and conquer every play of life.
While play different role  of life our guidance.
Is work as tool bag of success.
Being complementary to each other.
What matter is a meaningful understanding.
Every one go through childhood, youth &aged.
Nobody runaway  these phase  of life.
Jealous is generated only when one does commendable job.
Age is immaterial and forced to say:
Child is teaching us…showing youth energy…aged is becoming young.
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India
 
Knocking heart of everyone.
Attention of mind & soul of every people
Joy of doing constructive&meaningful work.
On our own soil with full devotion.
Laud, principle thought with meaningful action.
We want everything in reality.
Every people say this is our dream wish.
In every front we will work honestly.
Criticism is our guide to work better.
Morality will be personal agenda of every citizen
Come on, wakeup citizens of India.
Do something meaningful&constructive for the country.
Let our country proudly say 'I am proud of my Citizens '.
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Indian Soldiers.
 
Blood for the land.
Fight for the unity.
Emotions for the country.
Spirit for the people
Discipline for the youth.
Dedication for  the  duty.
Anguish for the enemy.
Welfare for the natural disaster victim
Voice for the  energy.
Mind for blocking enemy's strategies
Time for  the adverse condition.
 
Life for the safe guard feeling among citizens.
Words are  not  enough for the  Indian soldiers.
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Innocent
 
Totally unaware what is happening
In and around globe.
Very innocently throwing
One after another toy.
 
All of sudden holding one toy
Simple looking above and down of the toy
Then pushing with tiny finger.
But not satisfied with whole act done till now
He decided to pick the toy with both tiny hand
Starts jumping, just pushing his back twice
Little smile  on his face worth billion dollar.
During all the process he is little bit tired.
 
Tiredness so high, he simple fell down on bed
Laying flat on bed, in a few second
He is under grip of most wanted innocent dream sleep.
He don't know how a tiny pillow come under head.
And small shawl came over his chest.
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Innocent Heart
 
I do not know.
No  one hit me
Neither they play with me nor i  am hurt.
On the contrary everyone try to convince me.
Certain people unknowingly hurt me  because they don't know my size.
Each action stand for them only.
Not a single second point  work for myself.
Their touch always  increase my  moral.
 
Honor you heart.
Enjoy with your heart.
Allow  healthy beat to your heart
Remember  every beating  for you only.
Try to be friendly with your heart.
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Insult-Result
 
Insult train bound for fun junction.
Insult train bound for humiliation.
Insult train bound for revenge.
Insult train bound for name & fame.
 
Temporary in nature but always without reservation.
Many friendly stations with free health service.
Platform always filled with smile.
Station master normally in serious mode.
 
Very hard to get return journey ticket, infect One way train.
Passenger train with reservation along with first AC.
Long destination train with suffering & pain.
Station master behavior look like event organizer.
 
High speed Train with first AC reservation.
Tatkal reservation is in high demand.
Platform is normally lying vacant.
Station master is always busy in planning for convenience of passenger.
 
Specially running for royal passenger.
Pin drop silence when you depart from station
Time bound train expected to reach
destination in time.
When royal train reach reach sea of  Crowed is clearly visible.
Station master is a through gentleman, accept truth & resolve gracefully
complaints.
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International Dance Day
 
Devotion to stage
Awesome & appreciating move
Natural  to attract audience
Classical or Western style
Evergreen & thrilling exercise of body.
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Internet
 
In the search of solution
Solution which is acceptable to my friends.
 
National as well as international
In a desperate attemp -looking  for to the point answer.
 
Territories or boundary is immaterial
What is important is my object.
 
Everlasting satisfaction to the maximum level
Level which I want to maintain.
 
Research and redefine myself
So as to ensure latest innovation & technologies.
 
Nothing impossible is my motto
Which gives me energy & strength to face latest challenges.
 
Everyone look at me  as  I am sky
Where each one of us want  to fly, but with landing facility.
 
Truly you are faithful, trustable and reliable medium
Which satisfy every age group-children, youth and aged. 
 
Friend of everyone …..i am always at your service  - - -your own internet.
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It's Your
 
Its your way of satisfaction.
Its your method of joy.
Its your rule you have to follow.
Its your religion to spread brotherhood.
Its your own country don't spread garbage.
Its your duty, just do it by heart.
Its your health, simple exercise to maintain health.
Its your freedom do what ever you like to do.
Its your money spent as per your desire
Its your ideology, implement in your life.
Its your choice, undoubtedly your life.
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Jungle Life
 
Sweet voice, variety of colors of bird
It look like welcome move
Surrounded by sloppy and plain green land
Green grass on land gives a cooling effect on eyes.
 
Moving little ahead:
A group of monkey jumping from one branch of tree to another
Some of them pushing tree branches backward as well as forward.
My thrill while see whole act and their thrill doing whole act.
It look like fitness exercise for them.
In a few movement:
A small river appear, cool and blue water
A few small fish floating in water
In a short span of time a group of white duck
Came across my eyes:
Looking here and there travelling on water.
I have pleasure to touch them.
Another side of river a big pond of water.
A big crocodile looking over above water.
Moving forward  laud roaring attract my hear
I am really excited to see king lion.    
 
Jungle life is really very peaceful.
Animal  are without religion.
Their religion is peace full co- existence.
Satisfaction is their motto.
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Level
 
One can enjoy.
One can tease.
One can feel proud.
One can satisfy.
 
Earn lot of money.
Spend lot of money.
Get what ever you want.
Enjoy every moment of life.
 
Through objectionable object.
Sit idle and find fault of other deed.
See their face and  anguish.
A different kind of happiness at your heart.
 
Donate anything  to help needy people.
Lend a helping hand.
Simple say few word of praise for good work.
Every act will give and make you  feel proud of yourself.
 
Satisfaction Level are different,
But  heart and mind are always together.
Many feel happy by harming other people unknowingly
while few  feel happy by giving happiness to other people knowingly.
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Level-A Reality
 
Language is the very first cateria
Envy always try to dominate.
Vision never allow envy to be in a dominating position.
Education play a very critical & deciding role.
Let us pledge to maintain its reputation.
Scan your mind & soul.
Simply sink your evil thought in deep sea.
Feel Refresh & good thought.
Excel in every sphere of life.
Set new  level & feel healthy
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Liberty
 
Yes we want to  fight in the name of religion
For spreading garbage every where
To promote corruption
To forget our duties
For immoral activities
To kill the innocent and helpless creature life
Yes we want freedom, freedom  at all costs
Yes, now we have been educated.
Yes, now we have become modern.
Yes, now we have the advanced scientific technology.
Yes we want  freedom / independence, Yes we want  freedom  at all costs.
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Life - Choice
 
Quality of life chosen by human or given.
Question natural developes in everyone mind.
Que line arise in our mind answers fighting each other.
Quitly thinking all the pro & con of every answers.
Quickly  mind pick-up one answer that is actions.
Quebec like action decides life outcome, exception are always exsist.
Quicker actions normally gave unstable life.
Quite actions always produce good stability.
Quiz related to life is that whether life is good or bad.
Query is simply answered good action provide good life & bad action produce bad
life.
Quote your best action & enjoy peaceful, healthy & happy life.
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Lifestyle
 
Shine like  pearl.
Pleasure to have your company.
Always at your service.
Ready  to  renovate bond of trust.
Never dream to think  moving  even inch of trust.
Aware  and understanding  each other mind set.
Just way to crystal clear path.
Gear up for   more  responsibility.
Yes this is need of the hour
your  company is my  source of energy
Abide by each other  is our  pillar of trust.
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Light
 
Astonished on sudden impact of tungsten.
From deep darkness to light.
Light to delight every one,
and save from darkness.
Ancient age to 21 century.
Study in normal light with
a target of digital light.
Build & design home with architect & decorative light. 
Perform is to stage light highlight to spotlight.
Tracing anything and sky is the limit.
And the journey goes on....from tunnel to space.
Only Illuminating our life and digital need.
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Line
 
It stands for basic education.
It stands for mathematics.
It stands for respect and honor.
Of course play important role in life.
 
Sketch one line, sketch another line
Big one  as compare to previous line
Without any touch feel the
difference between big and small.
 
Two equal line stand for equal to
Different degree angle are drawn
Geometry is incomplete without line
Line back bone of architect designs.
 
On border line is a symbol of mutual respect
Line is a target to achieved In play ground
Line is Mark of respect – please do not cross limit
between teacher and student-maintain dignity.
 
Remain within your limit.
Give respect, take respect.
Line is bond of trust.
Line is life line of everybody life.
Remain in line- Thrill and satisfaction will be with you always.
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Lips
 
Lips about to move.
Move to  reach  pluses.
Pluses try to enter in heart.
Heart is try to filter every move.
 
Move  to connect every pluses.
Pluses to force lips to thrill  in different style.
Style  to enter in every heart
Heart to follow & understand style.
 
Every lip to thrill & dance.
Make your lip capable to touch masses heart.
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Lord Budha
 
“Ahinsa” like peak of mountain
Peace  like depth of sea
Spreading Brotherhood like Sun ray
 
A bright lite  and direction for humanity
A holy path simple overcame difficulty
Honest way for a successful life
 
We will fight it out
We will spread “Ahinsa”
Peace is the only motto
Lite like sun ray
 
Change and happiness  will be knocking at the doorstep
Welcome them  with open arms.
This is hiding truth  and soul of lord Buddha preach
“Budham sharnam gachami
Sangam sarnam gachami”
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Lost
 
A peculiar situation
Every human being
pass through this stage
It may be short lived
It may be long lived.
A lot depend on luck.
 
Luck is major player
Nobody think of  his/her
action or deed.
Every one struggle and try
Come out from this peculiar situation.
But we do not know hard reality
That this is every one destination.
 
We shed tears, share  with each other our feeling.
We only console  as we are fully aware
What is lost, can never be alive 
 
Lost is accidently, lost may be timely
Lost is certain, what matter we must
This reality and work accordingly
So that his/her feeling remain in other mind
When you are in the haven.
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Love
 
I love you
We love you
Love is necessity of life
Love is need of the hour.
 
It's a matter of mutual understanding
Understanding will build bond of trust
trust and confidence are always together
So work for it and enjoy every moment of life
 
Life is very busy and time is short
Find out time to give some time for love
 
Give love, spread love
Among community and religion.
Follow rule and encourage other to reciprocate
Love your motherland and reach top of the world.
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Luck
 
Happy to be lucky.
Unhappy to be unlucky.
Work is most important player.
Success and failure are part of life.
 
Action and Effort are very fast friend
Make sure their friendship grow.
Result  determine happiness or sorrow.
Luck is only a belief and independent entity.
 
Good or bad work, action and effort
Always bring result in favor  or against.
Do not blame luck.
Reality is that we don’t have courage.
Find out  fault, weakness and rectify it.
 
Action & work may be lucky or unlucky
Need of hour is playing  in right direction.
Happiness is your door step.
Exception are always there,
where one is forced to luck is not with me.
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Mass  Communication
 
Spirit of expression & presentation.
Awareness is the main aim of  existence.
Neither favor nor against simple want to remain neutral position.
Just for the sake of  truth & welfare in principle
Always  want to go where everyone want to avoid.
Yesterday, today & today everyone wanted to see you.
 
Sudden &  quick expression & presentation is yout way of life.
After all you are most wanted pillar.
Neutrality  will be on your priority list.
Jointly or  alone effort to permote trust through practical application of
truth& welfare.
Attention will be on  remote area of weaknesses.
Yes mass communication  is your birth right and you  have it in principle.
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Match To
 
Smartly holding ball in his fingures.
Seriousness of situation he prefer little  jogging instead of hitting ball
Suddenly he takes his position & slowly hit ball with his racket over net.
Stunning service force opposite player to run towards ball, but as usual ball drop.
Simply looking on ball as if asking ball can't you hold few second in air.
Save me from losing point, but umpire say thirty all.
Similar service over the net, this time opposite player in alert mode hit the ball
back to him.
Surprise with opponent quick action, he again hit ball over net.
Shocked to see ball fell down on his side and umpire say forty thirty
Several spectator say oh no, but whole spectator watching match are very much
thrilled.
Slightly demoralize he again starting jogging & moving his leg east to west vice-
versa.
So as to genrate moral boosting energy and ready to hit the service of opponent
player.
Showing full attention on ball he hit the ball back to opponent court.
Spirit is worth watching opponent also hit the ball, a rally like situation arise
nobody want to loose point at this stage.
Sentiment among spectators are on high spirit, who will point.
Signal from spectator are clear they want to see how next will earn, quickly
reading spectator mood he hit the ball with full force over net but opponent also
hit the ball
Sorrow face can be seen on opponent spectators ball fell on their side and umpire
say duce.
Surrounded by spectators faith his moral recharged and taking advantage of
game as well as match point through his serve to opponent.
Same position of opponent fully realized spectators feeling opponent also hit the
ball over net again rally like situation arise, but in a second entire crowed stand
up with one voice say what a smash ball fell down on opponent court precious
match & game point.
Sound of clapping spreading in the stadium & he thankfully wave his hand.
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Maturity & Responsibility
 
Maturity and responsibility are  very sensitive.
 
Understanding situation is a symbol of maturity.
Maturity is like your teacher, who instruct to take on responsibility.
Heart and mind accept responsibility with open heart.
Exception are part of life, but by and large.
This is a smooth and successful way in everybody life.
 
Situation are given normally by someone else deed.
It like someone want to give you order & take control.
Heart and mind are in a  fighting mode.
reality demand you can not run, with no option left.
This is a rough & tough way ahead in your life.
Some time came out with flying color, else you are mare symbol of responsibility.
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Media
 
Early stage of my childhood  people treat me like 'masiha'
who is going to take care of different section of society.
little later i play important role in freedom struggle.
After independence i am learning, modern technique
gradually when i became full of youthful action.
My intelligent mind say taking care of people,
welfare and highlighting their problem is not my job.
Some sort of professionalism must be adopted by me.
Fastly acting on direction of my mind  i adopted modern method
my object is solely and only motive is profit.
Huge amount paid to me for lobby particular section
I can make and destroy any one in few hour.
Those oppose me are always in trouble.
You can understand me i am visible in different form.
I love to make huge money,
please do not talk of highlight problem of people
I your own mature print media -- at your service for profit only.
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Memorable Movement
 
Very memorable movement of life.
Interest & trust in life Will certainly grow.
Just like dream come true.
At least once in a life every body go through this situation.
You will certainly feel honored and want to enjoy these movement  of  life within
you circle.
 
Very difficult to repeat  this performance.
It depend  on your honesty  & will power.
Judging and planning is the only way to maintain.
Awareness  related to competitor must be kept in mind.
Yes competitors are certainly  biggest challenge in  everyone life.
 
Value your principle
Implement in  your life.
Join with other to maintain
Advantage will always with you.
Yet another mile stone in your pocket.
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Memories
 
Always moving around your mind and heart.
There deed are so precious from beginning to end.
Several person felt there absence hurting them
it is like hard to forget and easy to recall.
and every one enjoy their presence in their heart,
but few among us do not enjoy this unique pleasure
they always felt loneliness and question in their mind why?
human kind may come, human kind may go..in time
this is a reality of life and nobody can run away.
Each one of  go through this phase,
but best think we can do try to follow their good deed.
This is the only tribute to we offer to our loved and near and dear one.
Where will they go.......only memories left in your mind and heart.
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Memory
 
Dear ‘o dear lovely memory
How when you come and
Develop cordial relationship
With our deed and action.
 
Memorial act are in constant and variable form
Few memories are historic one
And remain with us  for years
A symbol of patriotism and 
Make and feel  us proud.
Sweat memories generated 
And develop by our near and dear one
A symbol of love and affection.
 
It's our good deed
Always remain in our mind
Remembering good deed or action
And removing bad deed immediately 
Is your Unique quality.
 
Quality to be maintained by us
Simple to  satisfy our mind and heart
Because mind  and heart play important role
Role to be defined and remembered forever.
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Merry Christmas
 
Come  on this is the right time.
Help them simply give your virtues.
Remove their poverty & have some joy movement
In this world of harted spent little time with underprivileged.
Special power is very much within you, feel power and use for good cause.
Try to educate them how education will remove their standard of living.
Make up their mind to protest & fight against injustice
Awaremess always work as a moral booster for fighting spirit.
Spirit of service is badly needed by underprivileged people for equality & justice.
 
This is what every religion preach & spread in principle.
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Mistake
 
This is not my mistake.
I have not done this.
My mind is somewhere else.
I not responsible for all this.
 
Every one commit mistake
One should have art to speak truth.
Say  “yes I have done this mistake”
Difficult to speak, but undoubtedly
A novel way to reduce mistake.
Freedom of mind for making plan to hide mistake.
 
Came out from shyness.
There are so many excuses.
Believe it or not excuses are helpful in creating more mistake.
Promptly accepting mistake
Will make everyone more responsible and accurate.
 
Nothing new, very simple.
Irony is that every one knew it.
Through away shyness & accept mistake.
Task is difficult, but not impossible.
Free mind from tension and enjoy.
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Moon
 
Very high beyond our reach
Still in our eye, eye full of dream
Every one want to catch
Full or half  always attract.
 
Child dream
Youth paradise
A center point for love
Beauty is incomplete without comparing you.
 
Scientist is eagerly looking for life
See and imagine strength of moon
Crores spent by scientist for existence of life on moon
but hardly any fruitful result for existence of life.
 
Moon is symbol of praise for every young boy
For his girl friend.
A research mission for scientist
What is important is limelight
Lime light to always remain in highlight.
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Mother
 
My whole  existence is because of  you
suffering for me and difficulty for holding me.
On the contrary you forget unbearable pain
when i saw you a different kind happiness and feeling.
This is how you react my every movement is important to you
not only my happiness but my weeping is also countable to you.
Huge heart and high on my care every movement matter,
quick understanding  weather i am hungry or suffering  from pain
Each and every step of my give you a unique experience
your are very first teacher  to me direct me for  right step
Respect is the only word fitted to you,
because your credit  is so high not  a single child
can refund to his/her Mother.
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Motherland
 
My name is very familiar among masses
At the same time i enjoy every season.
Diversity is my identity which unite masses.
Humanity spread in my entire roots.
Universal brotherhood is my life line.
River, mountain &lakes are symbol of nature.
Incoporating & accomodating every faith is my main ideology.
 
Still i am uncomfortable & unhappy
Few people take over entire masses.
Seasonal fight for selfish gain is on high priority.
In the name of caste, creed&religion.
Small size of people befool masses.
Fill their own purse  & default my wealth.
Destroy humanity & brotherhood for the sake of power.
 
Save me from these wasted interest.
I am your own motherland - India.
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Movie Review
 
I love my India, We love India & everyone  love India.
Even then violence is dancing our the soil.
Corruption hitting centuries in the Indian sky.
Religious frenzy on its height.
Garbage & dust are flying in the air for friendship with disease.
People eager  to fight for their rights.
Every one busy in discussion on various problem
sinking deep in the sea for solution, diver came out with empty hand.
It look like we are watching block buster movie.
According to Critic  review of this movie is five star rating.
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Musical Instrument
 
Moving  slowly left to right and right to left
Connect your lips Through balance  air
Grip of both hands is a necessity.
Where everyone love to see
Touch and moment of thin wire
balanced beating with or with out stick which  generate sound.
Put & play with your finger and hand
A unique type of  voice,
Have a taste, joy & thrill
of classical and western music,
Coordinated effort of human heart and mind
Gives Lifeless music instrument a life
gives impression to human being that
You are on haven, flying like bird in the sky.
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My Father
 
My father is unique men in the world.
I do not have word to say thanks for giving me precious life.
His direction, his teaching  & his love is always source of motivation in my life.
He fought for me & he is like a shield for every evil.
He is a man of principle
I simply follow his principle to honor him in true spirit.
I want to say my father is my real Hero.
My father always remain in my soul.
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My India
 
My India,  our beloved India
Always remain happy and prosperous.
It is  every Indian pledge.
The forefront of globe will be our India
It's all of us pledge.
With you  the blessings of all the religion.
with you Honest and  hard working Indians. 
You have all the power to adopt us.
There are no countries in  the world like India
We believe it all.
My India, all of our beloved India.
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Name
 
Individual is known by name.
Name proudly stand for fame
Fame is a result of hard work.
Hard work always supported by honesty
Honesty is a matter of earning.
Earning and goodwill are mutual friend
Friendship requires high degree of trust.
Trust need year of hard work, patient and morality.
Morality can not be imposed on any one it's your own wish.
Impossible Work can easily be done simple because of your name
Rare people prefer there name to kept secret.
Name can be defamed it's up to you how preserve you name.
Every one live and died for the sake of name
It is your wish how you want to be known.
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National Interest
 
Volume of sound is very high.
Beating  air Speed is worth a moment havoc.
Suddenly a group of fighter plane
Appear in the sky and every drop is horrifying.
 
Lot of destruction can be easily seen.
Few solder died  and their body remain unattended.
Blood  is flowing like water from the bodies of solder.
Even than a group of solder running very fast
Carrying bodies of injured soldier.
 
And this not the end still sound of bullet can be heard.
Solder are doing and putting their best to destroy enemy.
Grenade and bomb  attack on its peak amid cry of injured solder.
Their only purpose to defeat enemy and their flag flying.
 
There is no enmity among people  of both country.
Few wasted interest for their own benefit.
Forced the country in turmoil and destruction.
Both side lost human life loss is more than the benefit.
Can war be avoided, yes it can
If our motto and inner soul say  &quot;only national interest on priority
list.&quot;
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Nationalism
 
Noble path of every Indian is the constitution of India.
Awareness of law of land  & its application.
True respect  to every faith & their  universal teaching.
Insert unity through national language in collaboration with regional languages.
On the contrary  build society free from inequalities.
New  scientific approach in the economics sectors.
Attention on welfare of mass section of society.
Loud & crystal clear programs & policy.
Inspire everyone to implement policy & programs in letter & spirit.
Service is the motto of every citizens.
Mother India must grow every day, in every citizen heart.
 
Nationalism  is all about your contribution in your very own country.
Nationalism is all about citizens remembering their constitutional duties.
Nationalism is all about preserving & following our rich cultural heritage.
Nationalism is all about spirit of flying high along with tricolor
 
 
Vandematram, Bharat Mata Ki Jai.
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Natural Beauty
 
Nature is the best friend of every human being.
Nice to have good friend like nature.
None of us realize importance of nature.
Not to talk of life saving air through nature.
Numerous benefit from fruit, vegetables, beautiful flowers to flood as well as
pollution control.
Now there is need of awareness about utility of nature.
New thought & ideas are required to preserve nature from cruel hand of ultra
modern developing society.
Never underestimate power of nature.
Nobody will be allowed to destroy nature.
No to cutting of tree or forest is the only word which save human being from
floods, pollution & preserve natural beauty.
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Nature
 
We  look toward nature
picture came to our mind.
In our  eyes you are wealth
We saw so many advantage from  you.
In your warmth we saw is peace of mind
We want you to grow leaps and bound
We want to save you from some evil.
Those who want to cut you in several part
Probable they do not know
They are promoting not only
Pollution but also flood.
You are always part of  human life
Our only  dreams is  true green
With eyes wide open we  can see
Combination of health and wealth
We want your  presence everywhere
Our salute to you for
making us healthier and wealthier.
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Nectar
 
Nobel virtues for ideology.
Each virtues is source of motivation & inspiration for humanity.
Capacity to implement on life for the good.
To enhance morality & principle of humanity.
Atmosphere is filled odor of  their good deed.
recall their  good virtues by the people.
 
 
Near our heart & mind, while looking for direction.
Enlighten  our mind & sound for the right path.
Crystal clear  is the source of inspiration  & confidence.
Taught us true meaning of life.
Attention is certainly created in the mind to follow on their footstep
Remember  even after they left this world, their good deed made them alive.  
 
Nectar is a liquid  of  good virtues. 
Many people enjoy to have few drop of nectar, while few number of people enjoy
to have cup of nectar.
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Need
 
Need  is necessity
High or low existence
I am their in every body life.
 
Eye to blind
Food & education is poor people's  fantasy
Rich people eagerly looking for sleep
Friend in need friend indeed.
Peace is need of the hour for every country.
 
 
Let us pray fulfill every body need
Eye which make difference between wrong & right..
Food infect healthy food to poor and true education.
Corrective  action needed for Tension free sleep.
Understanding and respect to each other
Will spread peace and friendship.
 
It's our choice we define dear and lovely need.
Which give meaning to every body's life.
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New Era
 
Beginning of  new era, completely new world.
A clear vision for future of world.
Good understanding among people across the globe.
Love toward nature and awareness of ecology.
Fully computerize system in business & industry.
Cordial relation and belief in various faith.
Free and fair heart of every individual.
Healthy and wealthy body free from diseases.
No room, even hard to find a place to build enmity room.
Precious money will find itself in a low profile.
Entire universe lite with nuclear energy.
Duty and hard work is only motto of life.
Honesty and dignity is the identity of every human being.
Action and flow of work move uninterrupted.
Nobody tease  on one's weakness.
Everybody enjoy and share happiness with each other.
So simple but very difficult to follow path which is unique and fruitful.
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New Way
 
Have a look on brighter side.
Have a thought on brighter side.
Planning to implement possibilities.
Possibilities are ray of hope.
Hope will generate trust.
Trust is a hunger, which every human being badly need.
Hunger is a vicious circle.
Vicious circle is never ending processor.
This circle will through you in the field of invention.
Invention is a way to scientific world.
Science is a new way of life.
Every human being like new way of life.
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New Year -  Hopes & Possibilities
 
Hello my dear citizens you are welcome.
About to enter in my world with unnumbered hopes & possibilities.
Possibilities are always based on previous experience.
Plan your possibilities in a organized way.
Yes carefully plan for achieving  your expected object.
 
Number of people are also in the race to win.
Everyone want to win & present himself/herself as very number one.
Without hard work success will be dream.
 
Yard to yard & minutes to hour must be  scientifically calculated.
Each step of other competitors must be monitored.
Awareness of  every move of competitors is like arrow which Will certainly hit
your targeted resolution.
Remember what is achieved must be maintained & rest is your happy new year
dream.
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No Compromises
 
Think  several time before
Making or following rule.
Since you brilliant and intelligent
You are hope of everyone.
There is no word in your dictionary
such as Compromise, dishonesty
you should follow  good principle
honesty must be your lifeline.
Public welfare is your motto.
True fighter  for right cause.
Give me one reason.   Why you need
Dishonesty why you forget you are
Brilliant and intelligent.
Why you love to compromises.
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No Option
 
I have a vision.
Vision  is a dream.
Dream to be full filled.
My object are predefined.
Object match will my skill.
I am in total control of  dream.
I have power to coordinate.
My dream  have only one choice.
One and Only choice &quot; lay down and became reality&quot;.
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Observation
 
On the field, ready to play.
 
Ball is going to hit wicket.
 
Suddenly umpire lift his leg & forfeited my happiness.
 
Energy not ready to drop catch of my moral.
 
Running from pavilion end with supersonic speed ball came out.
 
Variation in the bowling hitting hard batsmen playing spirit.
 
Attacking with bouncer almost beaten batsmen.
 
Third umpire yet to deliver their decision for not out.
 
In swinger ball played by the batsmen in the air, but ball again drop.
 
On full line & length ball hit the wicket.
 
No doubts i got wicket with flying color.
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Oh
 
Oh  dear deer  can you give your jumping power
I want to reach  every where in time.
 
Oh lovely peacock  I am in desperate need of  your  fern
Which  give me  thrill  to my body and smile  on many faces.
 
Oh  silky  dolphin  your  diving and floating  strength
always  inspire  me  and keep  my  health refresh.
 
oh cute, soft and plumping rabbit
I wish every body heart like you.
 
Oh  ever green parrot  your color, sweet voice& follow-up
Every  human  being  should have your quality.
 
Oh  icy penguin give me you will
I will also learn to live in difficult condition.
 
Oh  dear flower your colors  heart pleasing smell
I want to spread among huge humanity on the universe.
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On The Dot
 
Fly high in the sky.
Floating along with wind.
Totally aware of destination.
Birds are flying in a bid to catch target.
 
Each one of us want to reach of on top.
Thinking and dreaming moving like electric current
Few among us really work hard & follow practical principle.
This is the Only formula to fly high in the sky.
 
Understanding & define wind.
Making yourself according to wind
Once we float according to wind
Of course keeping in mind our object.
 
Utilization play important role
Awareness of destination will give
Meaning  of all our energy
Lot of energy on different job,
Less energy on a particular job is immaterial.
 
We are like birds on the sky.
Converting our thinking& dreaming into reality
We should know art of floating according to wind.
in a bid to catch target.
Awareness of our target/object always flow like electric current.
Working hard motto always In our eyes, mind, heart& inner soul.
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Only For You
 
Dear heart, good morning
Colorful rays of sun are ready to greet you.
Wake up, wake up.
People in the ground walking and jogging.
And huge laughter of group of humanity.
Everything for you.
Each one of us pray for you.
A healthy  and refreshing heart.
Make a healthy and wealthy body. 
For a healthy smile on every human being.
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Only In India
 
Just freedom of expression thought.
No matter whatever people say.
Unlimited freedom is our theme
 
Justification of control on our freedom is not acceptable.
Nationalism is not our ideology, we are freedom worshipers.
Unity for thump impression is our policy.
 
Jack of all type of freedom is our demand & we are professor of freedom.
Nothing short of freedom is our line of direction.
Unaware of outcome childish act.
 
Just dream, not to invite enemy& understand not only your freedom but also
freedom of others.
Don't say why you are doing this to us because other-side also enjoy freedom.
 
Simply put your hand on your heart & honestly ask meaning of freedom.
Definitely, surly&certainly you will get answer.
You will not find this particular level of freedom anywhere in the world.
This happen only in India.
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Ordinary
 
Respect me  as you
accept from others
to give you respect.
 
Follow my step
Step in my shoe
Make me useful
feel proud  our self.
 
Join all our hand
Put up a brave front
Stronger  than ever
Enjoy every  moment
 
This is our pride
This is our strength
Little bit of envy for others
This  is  called ordinary formula
for  peace and happiness
every day –being ordinary person.
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Ornament
 
Yes, you are there
Everybody know your presence
Presence which Is need of the hour
Hour which never reaches in time.
 
Time is valuable ornament
Every one want ornament in their possession
Possession require certain virtues'
Virtues and  moral are hand in glove.
 
Only virtues and morality is our hope
These two are medium  can give  us ornament
Ornament which give us peace of mind
And build bond of trust.
 
Poor never get justice
They only get date after date
Morality and virtues
once judges of our country wear these ornament.
we can dream A bright and prosperous country is  in the making
hope this will happen one day.
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Orphan
 
On looking negative side of human being
we are always lying on the floor because
of misdeed committed by them for their self interest
Realizing never exists in their dictionary
what will happen as a result of their misfortune
Please do not commit these type of error
even than error is committed why you punish to us
Humiliation faced by us is very painful and unbearable
very difficult question is asked and we are empty....who are you
Always feel insulted by people on ground of misdeed of few
Their misdeed not only harm them but also defame parenthood in the universe
However some human kind came to help us
in different form, some adopt us while few give us separate home 
but we only want to live with full respect... no question.....related to parenthood.
We are orphan children around universe.
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Our Motto
 
Our play for sports
Our sport creates sportsmanship.
Our sportsmanship motivate player to play in different situation.
Our spirit make player strong & confident.
Our players forces field to dance as per their wish.
Our player wish forces rival team to stand like spectator.
Our heart beat for one & only for sports.
Our training is a mind reader of opponent  team move.
Our play for the sport.
Our action for the team.
Our  moral booster are cheers of crowd.
Our devotion to sports & country.
Our arch enemy is drugs.
Our  fixing is only with our tricolor.
Our playing spirit is the only guiding force.
Our  motto is flying tricolor in the universe.
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Our Spirit
 
Reassess your heart & connect to your soul.
We badly need dictionary to find out meaning.
Which clearly define meaning of word.
 
Redesign implementation authority to act.
Our only aim is mechanism.
Crystal clear law applicable to all.
 
Simply no room for favor.
Marriage of convenience  is our enemy.
Roots of evil must be thrown out.
 
We will have peace of mind.
Our India is undoubtedly our pride.
Vande matram, our spirit is India
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Outcome
 
Rise in the price.
Entry in the market.
Attention of  consumer  trend.
Supply of the products.
offer  related to the products.
Nerve of the consumer.
 
Real    target to reach on top
Enjoy  consumer trust.
Attaining certificate of standards.
Shining all the way.
On the contrary  capturing market.
No  one near your product quality.
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Outcome-Carry Home
 
Heated exchange is going on certain issue.
Highly tense atmosphere, everyone busy in fightng.
Harted growing slowly like epidemic virus.
Healing is nowhere near in the panel.
Humanity try very hard to enter on various issues.
Hindrance by wasted group to create barricades for entry of humanity.
High quality of morality encouraging humanity for retry.
Hitting hard on harted, finally humanity gained entry.
Honesty is slowly appearing in the atmosphere.
How to sort out difference's on various issues.
Honoring values of different faith is the only way out.
Have some faith on each other and carry home some solutious.
Hay, we are fine & what about you.
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Outlook
 
Scathing attack for selfish personal gain.
On their own motherland with some mischievous intention.
Need a careful evaluation of different ideology.
Awareness of different problems in their true&right prospective.
Mine or me generally treated as narrow minded people loved word.
Have a broad outlook on mine or me
Always treat other problem as your own problem
Their pain as your own pain, their suffering as your own.
Solutions & relief will certainly nock at the door.
 
 
Change your outlook & feel refresh.
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Parents
 
Very first gift to child from mother is education
Child have pleasure to understand surrounding word.
 
Very first realization of care to child by parent
Child have a thinking of very special.
 
Very first teaching of discipline to child by parent
Child have feeling of principles
 
Very first process of equal growth of child by parent.
Child have faith in family system.
 
Very first anguish to child from parents
Child have basic idea between wrong & right.
 
Very first lesion given by parent to child
Child have a power to take independent stand.
 
Very first ideology of  social given by parent to child 
Child  have bonding of relation.
 
Very first  feeling of proud movement by parent to child
Child have sense of achievement.
 
Very first of shower of blessing from parent to child
Child have a pocket of happiness.
 
Very first principle of togetherness from parent to child.
Child have a joyful movement of life.
 
Very first meaning of sacrifice by parent to child.
Child have a feeling of responsibility.
 
Child will remain child for parents, age is immaterial
Shower of blessing will remain with them.
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Passion
 
Love of country is our passion
Sometimes pressures of politics & black money
We have enough time for the country
what we do not have
Unity & togetherness for country.
We do not have enough support from people 
We does not have support from family.
Let everyone know how much we love our country.
Love for country is our passion.
 
Love of country is roused to take the late heart
Come to us a little bit of nostalgia to the public
Vowed  to remove discrimination based caste, gender and religion
Vowed  to remove corruption from root- a disease like  cancer spread in our
country.
Love for country is our passion.
 
Tell the people of the country who roused the nation Take Love
The torch will become, will have to remove
Injustice, discrimination and corruption
Say we have the whole world
We none of patriotism
Love of country is our passion.
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Path
 
Please do not hurt us
You are cream of the country.
When we see your deed
We are forced to say
&quot;We are proud of you&quot;
Instead of saying
We are ashamed of you. 
You are master of the country not slave.
We will remove evil forces & poverty from country.
Can dare to  bare all the evil from society ……may be one day.
Modesty   leave a trail of dishonest
Come to live with decency honest.
dishonest so shocked to see the emphasis
Who create honesty find and hold it upright.
first Ask him what is honesty
then find way to avoid the life punishment 
dishonest never got hold of  evergreen honesty
Dishonest always & only enjoyed with company of evil
Its nice to enslave the whole dishonest community
It also began to see quite a large number cheater say
way of Modesty is the best east or west&quot;
Walk the path of decency to members
the country love that should   spirit flow.
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Performance-A Language
 
Performance is a hired act.
Performance is a spirit.
Performance is a result.
Performance is a language.
 
Under direction from bosses.
Bosses categories are very wide open from
Political, administrative& unrecognized area.
Where performance is performed on the basis of remuneration.
 
Work is worship for us.
we are not bother, what other say.
simple & honestly get job done.
quality always reflect from their work.
 
 
heart is the only director.
Outcome bound to appear.
It may be good or bad.
scientific angle of work.
Reaction is the out come of your action.
 
you will not speak any work.
people look & praise what ever is presented to them.
This is what we want.
The end of our search.
this is purest form of performance, where you are silent spectator.
 
A special language of performance where your work  speak.
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Politics
 
Pleasure to touch grass root level
On the contrary in consultation with all level.
Luminosity to highlight various problems.
Intention & effort to solve the various problems through program me.
To the best possible devotion towards implementation.
Insert  and welcome innovative ideas brand young.
Coordinated effort to effectively communicate.
Solutions will certainly on the right track.
 
Passion for welfare, on the bank of democracy.
Limelight grass root consultation, inner soul to wake-up for masses.
Toward well being of citizen, internal ideology  to be kept in mind.
Clearly & effectively convince masses, simply make an atmosphere
For realization of masses-Yes our welfare is their priority.
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Poverty
 
Growing day by day even than everybody insult me,
but i never insult anyone this is in my nature.
Biggest irony with me that everyone keep distance
from myself but majority of people fail to keep distance
even philosophical people try to attach me with those
who really hate me and success is there motto in life.
Certain people try to show kindness in different way
toward me, but i need solid action instead of kindness.
I am root of  majority of evil exists in this world.
Some intelligent people try to define in line
there effort did not yield any positive result.
only selected people win over me.
Why majority of people fail to... win over me?
I am your own.......poverty.
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Practical-A Try
 
By & large people love honesty.
But practically in their life honesty enjoy very low status.
Before people realise meaning & effect of honesty.
Brave people suffered heavily for following honesty.
Because dishonest person torcher & punish them.
Big majority prefer to keep quit against injustice.
Became supporter of slogan like'mind your own business'.
Best virtues of masses remain in their heart & mind.
Beyond imagination people forced to dance on some one else tune.
Between fear & brave, fear enjoy upper hand and brave struggle for existence.
Beneath virtues of Masses fruit of injustice certainly fell down.
Be positive & hopeful of cultured society where honesty is the best practical
action policy.
Beauty certainly appear in the society by even your single step toward honesty.
Break dishonesty to the extent of envy.
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Precious Path
 
Time is precious money.
Money is a matter of consideration.
Consideration and hope are good friend.
Hope is always supported and related with action.
Every Action  and reaction correlated science.
Science is based on fact and figure.  
Fact as well as figure are part of growth.
Growth is necessity of every creature of god.
God is a symbol of oneness.
Oneness  develop harmony and cordial relation.
Harmony  and  cordial relation create peace.
Peace give opportunity to think & act for good cause.
Thus understand and utilize importance of time.
Timely action is need of the hour of every human being.
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Press
 
Priority  for public welfare.
Redressal of Public grievance is the main object.
Energy devoted for masses.
Soul, vision  & heart for moral value.
Service & awareness is the motto.
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Principle
 
Yes, I believe in you
 
As much as you believe me.
 
You are my soul
 
Infect strengthful medium
 
Which is going to fulfill my dream.
 
 
 
Every one Dream, very few
 
Rare people know you very well
 
Because without you, our
 
achieved dream  will not be long lasting.
 
 
 
Principle are hard and fast
 
But source of development of
 
Every human kind in a better way.
 
A symbol of strong personality.
 
 
 
Principles are in different form
 
Very importantly self made principle
 
Are very popular among masses but
 
Short lived, without punishment, easy to follow.
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principle may be predefined and scientific
 
And consist of punishment
 
But very   difficult to follow them.
 
 
 
Every successful person across globe is a believer in principle.
 
Their definition may be different, but trust &faith on principle
 
Always remain source of inspiration with them.
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Priority
 
Zero related to everyone life.
Zealless person always demoralized by various circumstances.
Zigzag & uncertainty also play main role.
Zealot is in their nature these type of people.
Zoilism  is the basic reason of their zealness.
Zeal badly needed for zealless people.
Zone to be overhaul zeal less area.
Zealful conditions certainly change their life.
Zeppelin like life will certainly knock at the door.
Zenith of their zealful movement will be on priority.
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Puppet
 
We are shocked and hurt.
When we came to know.
Brilliant and intelligent
individual cent percent
scorer from school to
university level are slave.
 
Their per motion is slave of
handful of evil forces,
when people like  you
compromise on
corruption, dishonesty.
Money is only criteria for you
To determine your status.
 
Every one raise figure
On your character.
When people say you
Are so soft & can easily
Fall down on money.
You are dancing on their tune
You are simple puppet.
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Question
 
It may be difficult
It may be easy
Difficult when we do not know
Easy when we are well aware.
 
Few attach with your life
Rest of all related with each other
Hard reality is that every one face
Good or bad is immaterial you have to face.
 
 
Poor or rich face whole life
Direction may be different 
Few remain unsolved whole life
Precise time is given  in a democratic country
Popularly know as question hour.
 
Question has to solved, Answer well with in our self
How quick we realize answer will be our door step.
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Quite
 
Silence your critics.
Have a quality to analysis
Understand point of view.
Think on their view.
 
Until suitable reply is out from your thinking.
Put up your reply to defeat their point of view.
 
Simply fail to withstand.
How to deal with situation arising out from your act.
Unaware of consequences impact.
Talking like a king.
 
Under pressure of your own anguish.
Point of view ignored, you are behaving like  dictator.
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Rain
 
Gray and little bit of black cloud.
Slowly, steadily moving down
With holy wish to get fulfilled.
By their dear and fast friend sea.
Which is accepted and cloud are
moving upward armed with energy.
Simple hug each other and a loud
Sound with electrifying effect appear.
In the sky and huge water in form of
Numerous  slash with supersonic speed  and
intention  to fill the heart of earth.
Every one thrilled, danced and enjoy pleasure
to have company with rain.
A good harvest for farmer and
relief from heat to human being.
See how rain is doing their job purely for others only.
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Real Fight
 
Real fight is against poverty.
Real fight is against price rise.
Real fight is against inequality.
Real fight is against discrimination.
Real fight is against injustice.
Real fight is against unlawful.
Real fight is against definition.
Real fight is against corruption.
Real fight is against  terrorism.
Real fight is against  cruelty.
 
Do you have courage.
Do you follow principles.
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Realization
 
We feel  our self very proud and happy
When our parent realize that they care for them.
Can we really reciprocate them   only  few
People withstand on this ideology
and  rest of us ignore their goodwill gesture
to our surprise when some one show sign of care
other than parent, we not only quickly realize but also try to do
reciprocate them immediately  and remember them for long.
why we are so indifferent toward our parents?
we  neither  realize nor reciprocate and forget them.
 
simple because they care us and share in our every painful moment!
 
why care of other carry more weight than care of  your own parent?
may be, we feel responsibility factor in parent care
and care by other is a part of selfless service without any reward-‘O' Really! ! .
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Realize
 
Complete chaos and disorder across globe.
Few are fighting in the name of religion, while some other for money strength.
Every one fighting each other for the sake of existence.
Each one of us want to mint money at any cost.
How  moneys is generated is totally immaterial to us.
By hook or crook we want reach on top of the world.  
We are simple and slowly becoming selfish day by day.
Honesty and dignity sank deep in the sea and become food of sea wild life.
There is mad race to beat your fellow competitor, want ahead way from them.
Hope for caring there fellow being is lost in the mad race.
We are simple looking for various illegal and immoral  way to reach on top.
 May be one day we will realize, we are human being not machine.
When we realize, we have mind to think in right direction and heart to be friendly
with your fellow human being, we are human being not machine.
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Refresh
 
Refresh yourself, have a smile on your face.
along with pearl like white teeth.
A meeting with indvidual/group of people.
feel the magic of your smile.
see yourself implementation of newton  law.
every action consist of  reaction.
believe me your purpose is served, if not achieved.
have a good smile on your face
make every one happy.
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Refresh Air
 
Every movement of  life.
Each second of life.
In the deep darkness.
Happy and bright movement of life.
 
I can  not live without you.
My  soul always flying with you.
I  always find you very pleasant and refreshing.
My  heart loves you very much.
 
Your virtues are so good.
Every one loves you.
Imagine to live without you is near impossible.
Not a  single  creature of God.
Dare of think live without you.
 
I know & every one know.
How precious you are.
I do not know.
How & Why some people show disrespect you?
Polluting life saving Air.
 
Air is precious and life saving.
Need of the hour is awareness.
Among masses not to pollute.
Have a good health and enjoy with pure air.
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Relation
 
Renovate again and again is my principle.
passing through human body is primary source.
Everlasting and unending  bond in my nature,
which encourage trust among people.
Loud and clear direction needed to develop me.
Always  required consistence connectivity for.
noble and cross border understanding.
without connectivity i am nowhere in the universe.
Togetherness is my motto to encourage &development.
friendship and growth walk together because of me.
Indifference attitude is the main hurdle for my growth.
On all front i am always a winner those who trust me.
Near and dear one love me very much for them i am their life.
my presence which is need of the hour.
for everybody existence......Relation....rather good relation.
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Relationship-Way Of Life.
 
Anguish is the very first  enemy of humankind.
Humankind  always advocate humanity.
Humanity is like sea of various faith.
Faith is  a medium of  developing confidence.
Confidence suppose to encourage good relationship.
Relationship is a root cause family system.
Family  is a symbol of joint venture.
Joint  venture  will be source  of society.
Society  is a way social welfare.
Social welfare will certainly  move in  the direction of growth.
Growth   is the need of hour for our country.
Country  need your love forget your personal interest, be brave, honest& have
courage to exhale I and inhale we.
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Relax
 
Cattle are grazing in the sky.
Birds are moving step by step in a line
To  get their ticket booked for long journey.
chimpanzee  is turning one page after another
Making summary of account to be presented to lion,
While lion is busy in eating lush green grass.
Rhino sleeping on soft and plump bed.
Tortoise is jumping very high. 
Fishes are wait empty pond to be filled
So that they can float in the water.
Elephants are  busy in victory celebrations.
Elephants defeated deer's in the race competition.
 
Give some relaxation to your mind.
Feel free attitude for few moment.
Put all the tension and worries in a corner.
Have some unusual and fun in life.
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Republic Of India
 
Rewrite & redesign  your pledge towards your own India.
Ensure  freedom of  masses in true spirit of constitution.
Promote  & encourage friendship among citizens.
Unite people for removing inequality  in the country.
Build  transparency in each sector of  public.
Learn & earn type education system for every citizens.
International  standard of scientific application & its implementation.
Creating garbage & pollution free atmosphere.
 
On the soil of India.
For the people of  India.
 
I  love my country.
No above the law of the country
Devote some time for the country.
Insert every good thought for the country.
Apply & try in your life well as other  life for the country.
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Respect- Way Of Life
 
Respect is matter of faith.
Respect is a subject matter of principle.
Respect is a science.
 
Believe in god existence.
Follow teachings  of god.
Respect your elder dear one.
Their teaching is your life line.
 
Follow law of land.
Apply in your life.
Educate other to follow the same.
Enjoy peace of mind in your life.
 
Based on Newton law of action
Give respect & enjoy fruits of respect.
Slightly conditional approach in life style.
Respect is a reaction of your deed.
 
Respect enjoy command all the way in everybody  life.
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Rio Olympics
 
Rare display of universal brotherhood.
Ideal way to show strength & power via sports.
Ocean of humanity fighting each other, still cheer & joy on its peak.
 
On  the field, in the water fighting for the spirit of sportsmanship.
Let us pledge, we are under one flag of universal principle and rule.
Yet another way to express solidarity for noble cause friendship.
Mind blowing show of physical strength and Technic.
Performance bound to excel in every field and ready to beat old and set new
record's.
Inch to yard, centimeters to meter everything are critical player's.
Competition moving from hard to tough and  every want to be first on  finish line.
Spirit and sport are in the fray for the best talent in their respective sport field.
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River
 
Coming out with sky fly color.
Its like some one  put Rug on mountain.
Moving straight and zig-zag mode 
Simple unstoppable flow
This is undoubtedly purest form of water.
Dancing and jumping all the way
Announcing loudly to all surrounding
Having hug on  tiny tree
Happiness can be seen from the flow of water.
In a hurry  to meet his dear friend earth.
As and when it reaches and meet earth
It’s cool..cool effect Permanent flow
Make it full flag river.
There are numerous River with different names
Across globe, but motto is one and only is life.
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River-Life Line
 
Coming out with sky fly color.
Its like some one  put Rug on mountain.
Moving straight and zig-zag mode 
Simple unstoppable flow
This is undoubtedly purest form of water.
Dancing and jumping all the way
Announcing loudly to all surrounding
Having hug on  tiny tree
Happiness can be seen from the flow of water.
In a hurry  to meet his dear friend earth.
As and when it reaches and meet earth
It’s cool..cool effect Permanent flow
Make it full flag river.
There are numerous River with different names
Across globe, but motto is one and only is life.
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Role Model
 
I know him
We know him
Whole world know him
His principle is loved by every one
 
A messiah
A crusader
A visionary
A achiever
 
Messiah  for uprooted, downtrodden people across world
Crusader for injustice and inequality among masses
His mission and vision for  non violence is loved by every one
Truth, hunger strike, non corporation  and non violence
Are  his main protest method  against injustice.
 
He is role model of any country
He is popularly known as &quot;Bapu&quot;
Bapu -Mohan Das Karam Chand Gandhi.
follow his principle of
Truth, non -violence and non corporation against injustice
This is the best way to celebrate his birthday on 2nd October
He was one man army.
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Sail - Two Way Boat
 
Shame, shame & endless shame.
Pride, pride & endless pride.
 
We are fighting for four leg.
One section working for maintenance for four leg & another section working on
how to get four leg.
Our research for four leg culture.
Four leg is the new religion.
Great respect for four leg.
Honesty for four leg very remarkable.
Very fast friend is four leg.
Most successful relationship is four leg.
Four leg unity  is always on high priority list.
Our caste is four leg.
Four leg reservation is our main agenda.
Our heart beat for four leg.
We shall have prestigious four leg.
Our most  beautiful  girlfriend is four leg.
Our love is four leg.
 
 
Note: - Two word are very much relevant/meaning in each line.
      can you answer.
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Satisfaction
 
Born to enlighten masses.
Unaware of different span of life.
Devoted to kindness.
Design & encourage soul.
High spirit  of  human welfare
Attaining what is real meaning of life.
 
Passion for reason.
Understanding every spare of life.
Realizing value of life
Near to your soul 
Inspire & motivate  inner soul.
Might of your soul is going tell you meaning of life.
Attaining satisfaction in life.
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Save Enviornment
 
Earth is full of mine.
Fertility of land is unique.
Air is life line of every creature of god.
Depth of sky is a symbol of growth.
shining & brightness of Sun.
make enviornment from free from pollution.
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Science - Application
 
Passion to know scientific world.
Ready to excel in innovative technology.
About to  develop new invention.
New scientific thought & its application in everybody life.
Just  for the convenience of  people.
Applicability for  common citizen.
Yes  this aim of every scientific mind.
 
Play with science, redesign its application.
At the door step, near to common men reach,
Judge by its convenience, awareness among masses about its utility.
You are right this what every one want from science.
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Sea Life
 
Diving deep in the sea
I feel little bit uncomfortable
with my diving suit and oxygen mask.
once  I started diving throwing
water away from my hand as well as leg
in a few moment I am totally comfortable  in deep sea.
 
As I pick up speed in search of pearl.
I saw a big fish with open mouth
coming near to me as she is asking me
“how dare your enter my area.”
In few second she take one tiny fish in her mouth and move back
Feel relaxed I thought we human being also doing this.
I again pick up speed, this time I saw group of small
Color full fish float  and enjoying in deep water.
As if these small fish want to say
“we live peace fully why don’t you human being live peace fully”
Moving forward I met one octopus
Fear  is so high infect I want to go above sea
But octopus didn’t came to me.
Just few yard I saw most wanted pearl
I pick up pearl and take a upward lift.
 
Life of sea creature is very thrilling
Every thing available for them in precise parameter.
Remain in defined parameter and
Enjoy their life even in Hardship and difficulty.
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Search
 
Fly high in the sky.
floating along with wind
take a big spin
slowly coming down on land
in search of food.
eye are on food, happiness is beyond imagination.
but this is not acceptable to one
who is know as hunter
he is also happy to have good food
he fired two round, but hunter target is missed. 
bird  realise life is very short, be careful.
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Season
 
Slow running
A group of  black-and-light sky
Suddenly in sharp sound
 Strong electrical  strength as well as
Exotic scent emanating from soil
Welcome - the rainy season.
Grin on the face of all
Like a ray of hope.
Good harvest and expected.
Relief from the heat.
Little kids enjoy  paper rafting.
Young enjoy rain showers.
Animal wallow on the ground.
And birds dance garrulously
dry pond and river filled with water.
The arrival of rainy season
Is a sign of prosperity all around.
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Selfish Face
 
We don't have any aption.
It become a compulsion.
 
We want to compete in the field.
It's simply matter of personal gain.
 
We are corporating each other.
It become point mutual understanding
 
We are aware, how to deal such type of situation or individuals.
It almost matter of learning.
 
We simply don't like such individuals.
This is the worst situation known as selfish individuals & their one point agenda is
their benefit.
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Shadow
 
Surrounded by dark shadow.
I feel like i am sitting in a  cage.
My ferns are clipped.
Surprisingly a ray of light break into shadow.
 
Suddenly my life  became colorful.
I feel energetic and feeling top of the world.
Shadow  slowly scattered.
It look like  my dream knocking at the door.
 
Life is a juice  of  good and bad lesson.
Good  lesson to accept it and  spread it.
Bad lesson  to learn and  through them in dustbin.
Have a nice  and happy taste of life.
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Sharing
 
This is a innovative idea
Idea is mixture of science
& social science. Science
Is to prove and social
Science to build bond of trust.
 
Express  your feeling
Feeling to be shared
Shared feeling is a
Instrument for reaching heart
With someone make you
Social. and reduce
stress  in our mind.
 
Once we shared thought
Our level of trust became strengthful
Sharing is a chain, chain to give you
Peace of mind and spread confidence
A necessity of success in life.
 
Share wound of others
Learn from them
Earn most wanted confidence
Feel happy, make happy is the
Formula of sharing.
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Shawl
 
Knitting a shawl  with variety of culture
Knots of castes, creed & religion will be difficult task.
Knowledge of problem is like a preparing mind for warm design.
know very well that people are god fearing &: innocent.
Knocking & hitting like football those playing with  religious sentiments.
Known for living together with coexistence formula.
Kans like people always try to destroy cordial atmosphere.
Kanha like character also enjoy supremacy over evil like kans.
Kite like situation for evil like kans born to fall.
King like control over antisocial elements will certainly help knitting a shawl
which works as sky shield.
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Silence
 
Silence is a mark of respect.
Silence is a symbol of protest.
Silence is a sign of acceptance.
Silence is a way to defeat.
 
Those who laid down their life for the country.
Those near & dear one left heavenly abode.
A noble way to pay tribute for their sacrifice.
We remember your sacrifices for us.
 
We will not utter even single.
Every badmen  consists of soft corner in his heart.
One you will realize your mistake.
Certainly hard & long way to go.
 
Statue like situation.
We don't  any answer to your questions.
We are on the wrong foot
You are right, we accepted our mistake.
 
We are speechless.
We are not able to compete with you.
Realizing we are no where near to their principle.
A simple way  to face defeat.
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Sky Zone
 
In a desperate bid to catch
It's like dream convert in to reality
Height is so high
Every one want to  reach
 
But you can't catch
Somewhere near to high
Height is beyond measurement
More upward height difference remain same.
 
Set your goal in life
Have some planning on your goal
Hard work is the only shortcut
Sky is the unlimited  zone.
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Smoking
 
Sitting among friend feeling pressure
i decided to take few sip.
Suddenly i am thrilled and dance for few second
my whole presence is lost.
Gradually  i am habitual of few sip every day
without knowing the consequence.
Later few sip are life i can not live without these unique sip
One day i fell down and i feeling uncomfortable.
Only on this day i realize
unique gift presented to me and my family few year back.
now i am not in a position to inhale and exhale
even after spending huge money to get rid of
unique gift...... too late.....my internal body organ
say sorry.......your realization is very late.
Liquor and smoking is injurious to health
clearly written.....even than?
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Smooth Way
 
Renew your dream ideal.
Attention will be on  morality.
Makeup your mind to fight with immorality.
No one with you for support.
Aim will be  on developing  morality among masses through your deed.
Value of  morality will be realized  by masses sooner or later
Most important word is  moral value.
Inner soul will   certainly wake up.
Ready to enter world of idealism.
All our effort will be on crystal clear policy.
Manpower to implement policy in letter and spirit.
Near every heart of masses, no matter how difficult it is.
Awareness drive of morality will be on right track.
Vision for moral friendly India.
Mission is difficult but not impossible.
In the beginning way is rough, but with firm determination way will be smooth.
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Solution
 
Desperately looking here and there for my presence.
I am always there but few people able to find me.
Some people vision toward me as source of peace.
I am available in different  form according to situation.
Few know my presence but they do not want me came out
there sole motto is to hang on for their personal benefit.
particular section easily find me and enjoy life.
I may be scientific, social or political
but what is important to understanding
among people- root of problem. 
Desire, will, honesty & friendly atmosphere
believe it or not....my presence
i am solution..... to your every problem.
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Someone Else
 
For you for someone else gain.
By you for someone else welfare.
 
Encourage disaffection  among people.
A road for welfare someone else welfare.
 
Our hard work enjoy by someone else.
Just by our undue anger.
 
Simply control & understanding consequence of undue anger.
A step near to understand someone else.
 
Once understanding some one else & their design.
A move to hit someone else designs.
 
Be ready for your own as well as  your own society gain.
By your control on your anger, you & your own society will enjoy fruit of hard
work.
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Something Not Everything
 
I am very wealthy.
I  can get any thing I want
You name any thing, I have it
I  don't know impossible.
 
People moving around me like bee
Bee which  makes maximum sugar coating
I know these selfish bee very well
My heart and mind didn't overcome.
Simple enjoy & thrill is my motto of life.
 
But I feel very jealous, when I see
Few people are sleeping on footpath
I am astonished how can these people
sleep so candidly without any tension
how will I get peace of mind like these  people.
 
This is a point where I will I am helpless
Infect I feel money is something but money not every thing.
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Soul
 
I know you and your existence
You are my passion, your are my life
Life is incomplete and meaningless with out you
I can't look forward without you.
 
It's like shadow
It's like cover
It's like navigator
 
Shadow which gives me opportunity to think
Before performing any act and it's consequences.
It's give me cover& acknowledge  from
evil  effects of Consequences.
You are my navigator, which give me opportunity to
Define negative and positive effect of my act.
 
You are my internal soul.
You are my moral.
It's my pleasure.
I always need you, any time, any where in my life.
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Soumya
 
Sun like virtues.
Ocean like capabilities.
Universe like heart.
Mirror like crystal clear.
You are going to defeat difficulties.
Ahead of every one.
 
Simply you are winner, on the contrary confident.
Undoubtedly you are, mature enough to understand everything.
Yet another quality which makes you perfect.
Always ahead of every one.
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Source Of Existence
 
Might of a person.
Odor of a person
Teacher of a person
Height of a person.
Elegance of a person.
Reality of a person.
 
Matter of your life.
On the difficult ways
Tell us how to defeat difficulties.
Have a sign of relief.
Enlighten our existence.
Ready to face world.
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Spirit  Of India
 
Come on India
sing a song
which will bring
High moral value
among Indian citizen
 
refresh their energy
Think, work & growth
for the country.
 
Pollution free atmosphere
Healthy & wealthy people
symbol of growth.
 
Respect  to  all
Caste, creed & religion
Keep flag flying
 
Have a taste
Peace of mind
Trust among masses.
 
Proud to say
Happy to say
I am Indian.
 
Ahinsa  parmo dharma
Satya  mev  jyate
 
Vande  matram, inqlab jindabad, jai hind.
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Spirit-A Need
 
Paint mother India boundaries with tricolor.
Pin point areas of problems in verious field.
Prepare & arrange all the data according to the problems of respective field.
Put up all the data  on the round table for discussion & action plan.
Planning play key role in implementation of action plam.
Properties will be on communication among implementing authority.
Person to person understanding of action plan.
Precisely results will be derived  only from controlled efforts.
Pictures of this painting will certainly a colorful rainbow.
Preserve this painting in your heart & soul.
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Star
 
Star are always in the sky.
it may be good, it may be bad.
each star enjoy different power.
star are born to shine.
both living and non living star attract.
very far, difficult to catch them.
but as usual always inspiration source
not only for scientists but also for average human being. 
every one want to become star.
this is a dream, require certain standard.
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Still
 
In the deep sea far from land world
Internal beauty of sea yet to appear.
I am egarly waitIng & thinking when will sea switch on.
Interestingly a small group of tiny colorful fish moving around me.
Indirectly these tiny colorful fish want to say come&join us.
Inner soul say there offer is nice but i am helpless.
Idea to play with them is not posable, i decided to float another around.
Ideally floating forward i saw huge wave of water hitting me.
It's beyond my imagination i saw huge whale like fish is moving my direction.
Inside, while floating in the sea i saw another big fish type annimal from opposite
direction
If my thinking is right, i am certainly in danger&float fast in the sea so as to
reach my ship.
Intention to study deep sea world is still a dream to be fulfilled.
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Stone
 
Why people used me as a instrument of hate.
Even in relax period  people kick me.
I am always stand against flower.
Being without life and heart.
Purely symbol of hatred and kicking.
Despite that most amazing part is
I am proudly say myself milestone.
People gently sit and share their feeling.
I am part of everybody ever green life.  
People can not imagine to live without me.
Their dream house is incomplete without me.
People used to through stone.
at the same time use to live with
it's up to  you in which way you like me.
It's your choice …….dear humanity……..
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Strength
 
Strength is a energy.
Strength is in different form.
Strength is a game.
Strength is also moral.
 
 
Its feel electrifying.
Entire body organ activate to act.
Heart and mind want to do something meaningful.
A source of energy.
 
Majority of people want to show.
Few want  to keep with in their soul.
Result may be good or bad.
Varity of strength numerous.
It ‘s game for political circle.
It's show of strength for sport.
It is also mind game to control over anguish.
Strength play in true spirit.
 
We will use it for the welfare of people
We will unite and fight for right cause
We  will show it to country enemy
Strength is moral boost for all of us.
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Student
 
We are here to study.
We are here to understand discipline.
We  are here to learn.
We are here to respect ideals.
 
We are here to do something innovative
We are here to compete.
We are here to  develop friendly relation among ourselves.
We are here to show our strength.
 
We are here to fight against injustice.
We are here to move new world.
We are here to meet our roots of identity
We are  here to  show spirit  of  excellence in every field.
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Style
 
Style are made.
Style are trend;
Style are followed.
Style are changed.
 
Innovation is  a creation of fashion.
Fashion is always with trend setter.
Which  is follow for short span of time.
As every one know time is variable.
 
style and fashion make you feel very proud.
style and fashion  make you feel you are very special.
 
Style and fashion is order of the day.
Both attract and gives feeling of refreshing.
It's preciously symbol of hi-fi society.
Of course money matter only.
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Sun
 
Today you are very near to us.
Born to illuminate entire universe.
You are biggest challenge to
scientific world.
You are very far from us, but everyone feel your presence.
You are vitamin for human body.
Everyone want to reach near you.
Life without you is almost impossible.
Many treat you as God.
Equality is your basic principle.
Caste, creed & religion is immaterial to you.
Your energy is for everyone.
Sun is everybody need.
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Super Natural Power.
 
Go to earth.
On the contrary every creature is free.
Do what ever you want to do.
 
Good act will have better impact.
On the other hand bad act will have worse impact.
Decide your self what you want to do.
 
Greatly pleased with freedom.
Out to play every role, human kind is very much thrilled.
Demand of joy & satisfaction growing day by day.
 
Growth of human kind is unbelievable.
Original human develop themselves & discover new knowledge known as science.
Deep impact of science sent human kind near to super natural power.
 
Grip & control on every creature present in the universe are in great demand.
Over confident human kind indulging in slavery of other creatures.
Desperate to became super natural power.
 
Goals are not only inhuman but also cruel by nature of human kind.
Original human kind lost somewhere in the universe.
Discovery of devil is in process.
 
Gearing up for  devil process human kind indulge in killing innocent creatures.
One point motto is their life line i.e. what we are doing is right.
Distinction between good & bad lost.
 
God know where will human kind  the fighting spree or decision of time will
inform us.
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Taste
 
Looking around me.
People are angry.
There desire remain unfulfilled.
Some of them weeping.
Few of them accusing each other.
A small group  just shaking their head.
Blaming their luck.
Why we are so unlucky.
But fact is that luck.
Is very much us.
God is with us.
Luck  only need.
Direction, Designing & Action.
 
Oh dear thought
Have taste of  real life.
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Teacher
 
It's like Eye to blind
It's like Cannel in desert
It's like Ship in the sea
It's like Radar in high sky
 
From darkness to brightness
Brightness to eliminate evil
A symbol of true inspiration
Inspiration to motivate moral value
 
Backbone of any country
It's like Smooth and crystal clear road map
from Ancient century  to ultra modern 21st century
Method may be changed
Goal is undoubtedly one.
 
 
We want you to grow
Grow in right direction
We want you to be top of the world
Sky is the limit for you.
 
We will show the way
How to come out from difficulty.
 
Exception are always
Teachers are looking for
Respect and honor - only return gift.
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Think
 
Think yourself, be yourself
Imagine and dream for yourself
Believe it or not
A different kind of satisfaction
Along with peace of  mind
Achieved, but you are micro man.
 
Think for others, spent all your time for others
Imagine and dream for others
Believe it or not
Level of  satisfaction will higher
You will be macro man
Man who care not only for self
But also for the society as a whole some
 
Thinking can not be imposed
Thinking always understand
Apply and Follow is the motto.
Of course right way,
It is up to  you what your heart want to be
Be your self, with limited benefit
Or think for others. You will benefitted,
society will be benefitted.  sky is the limit.
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Thought
 
Sun set on part of universe
Rising other part of globe
Highly motivating symbol
 
Its like your one dream fulfilled
Another dream flowing in our heart
Rising to achieve.
 
Always keep your spirit on top.
This is  line of your life.
Move toward growth remain aggressive.
Your life will be full of colors.
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Thrill
 
This is what i am looking for.
Hitting every beat of heart.
Ringing  & knocking mind to incorporate  all good feeling.
Incite all hidden sleeping  pluses of body.
Leaving all tensions  in the  deep in the  water.
Log on  your body to  entire new world of joy.
 
Top of  the world, simply ignoring  all worries for few movement.
Hundreds of dreams suddenly touch your heart.
Realizing  as if all dreams are going to fulfill.
Inner soul  play it cool and rest of all play it hot
Lot of  entertainment & joyful thought are fighting to came out
Level is very high &positive simply want to touch the sky
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Time
 
Toughest and non stop traveller on universe.
people love me very much though not in good number
but those who care me i give them suitable gift
and growth is the top form among various gift
Iintelligent people call me precious money
Money is strengthful instrument to deal with
their love toward me can be seen as they
develop from soil to digital world.
Every person try to follow me, some people
overtake me and show their strength to conquer world.
those who show disrespect toward me
are always in difficulty probably these people unaware of my importance.
every movement is countable and is equal to happy life.  
i am your very precious.....time.
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Today
 
Take  a decision.
On your pending work.
Distribute work and fix responsibility.
Access  progress of responsibility.
You will be certainly get result.
 
Thanks for  understanding  urgency of work.
Otherwise we will not get, what we require.
Drive force within you  is a source of motivation.
All the effort  put up by you  to complete  assign  work.
Your  time is very precious, , forget yesterday.
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Together
 
Our religion is ego.
Our act is ego.
Our pause is ego.
Our reflection is ego.
 
This is the truth.
This is ground reality.
In practical we are different.
every one love 'I, me & mine'
every one hate 'we, our & our self'.
 
Together  is very very far.
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Toughest Mother
 
Tension in a few minutes converted in to happiness.
Truly said this happen only in this situation
This happiness carry high degree of responsibility.
To start with permanent personal heart felt touch is really amazing.
There is great amount of satisfaction for both when hungry little infant busy in
feeding.
Thrill is clearly visible on mother face when little infant about to stand on his
feet.
Try to move on his feet mother quickly hold her both hand straight with one
finger about to pic.
Tiny hand feel confident when infant pic both finger.
Totally satisfied once mother hug little infant & within few minutes little one
enjoy good night sleep.
Testing time for mother when infant start crying, in few second normal works like
doctor.
Till little infant stop crying & this is not end infect frequent job for the three to
four years.
Teaching every act like true teacher & do her best so that kid s realize difference
between wrong & right.
Trained doctor or nursing job for kids yet to finish another job is in Que that is
master chef which control every member of family.
Toughest job is to explain endless mother job.
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Truth
 
People around globe love me
I am affordable from poorest to the richest.
But I hardly find few buyers
my availability need no permit or passport.
I am omnipresent in the universe.
Humanity favor me when listen from others.
Everyone utilize me for their favor.
But many of them hate to follow me.
I allow myself to be used against me. 
I am more powerful than sword.
People take oath for me but did not follow me.
They are innocent and ignorant people.
Only brave and strong person can buy me for good.
I can pray to god that more and more person follow me
Instead of listening from other mouth.
People across the globe called me……Truth and only truth
Truth hurt some time, but always a good help for human being.
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Try To Follow
 
A tough fight  is going on
Many people realize & feel your presence.
Other  modern society didn't agree.
In-fact  scientific mind  totally disapprove  your presence.
Even then you are here, there infect everywhere.
You have to act according to situation & sometimes force situation to act
according to your wish.
Action is the necessity, if there is no action then life will be standstill.
This is what every religion teach us.
God is associated with our power which control  power  to remain within limit.
Be Confident & trust but beware of overconfidence & blind trust.
Try to follow honesty in  letter & spirit.
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Two
 
I am in front of you.
I will force you to respect.
I will hit you, even single napping.
We will walk together.
Color of Our blood and motto is same,
But we can never be one. 
We do not have any option.
 
We are solders, border line say &quot;we are two&quot;
May be friendly country, may be enemy country.
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Ultimate Requirement
 
What is badly needed   honest point of view.
An angle which focus on all direction.
Direction to look into every possibility of pro & cons.
This will take you in right direction of purpose.
Purpose is the root cause all our efforts.
Efforts are friend of success.
Success is a fruits of efforts.
Fruits is a mark  of achievements.
Most difficult part is maintenance achievement.
A permanent source of happiness.
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Underprivileged
 
A move i like very much.
An action give life to many.
A sign which gives sense of security.
A thinking You are not alone at all.
 
A move  encourage underprivileged.
Meaningful act which bring happiness in their life.
We  only want your heart with us.
Your care and motivation is very precious for them.
 
Selfless and priceless services.
Upliftment and welfare of underprivileged.
Fighting for  a cause, crossing all the hurdles in a way.
Only mission is to give them feeling
You are second to none.
 
Some care and give love to orphan children.
Few other care physically handicap people.
Fighting and caring for them is their motto.
It may be few individual or social organization.
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Unity-Meaning
 
Unity stand fot  misuse of strength
Union strike are  political  motivated.
Unable to run corporate houses management demand subsidy from government.
Under pressure government accept their demands.
Understanding fund requirement during election period.
Undoubtedly  inflow of black money in the name  of political fund unite political
party.
Unique  voice raise by political parties - irrespective of their ideology against
audit of fund.
Uncertainty of mansoon always help business houses to increase price.
Utilities of public enterprises deliberately mismanaged for the benefit of private
enterprises.
Universal support for corruption by all sections of society either knowingly or
unknowingly.
Unaware of result from these unity applications people of India became biggest
hurdle in justice, equality & growth
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Untimely
 
Running Life has come to a halt
Suddenly the truth to stand in front of me.
truth  uttered to me ' your time is over'.
With courage I asked him 'who are you'.
 
I am your time  period.
My time is not over I replied.
But time period didn't listen to me..
I asked him please Give me a moment  time period.
But time period didn't listen to me.
 
My good deeds.
My  fasting and worship of God.
My respect to elders.
In exchange of above all
I asked for few more moments of life from time period.
But time period didn't listen to me.
 
 
 
If you have given a few moments for your well being
In that case I may consider to give you few moments of time period
Which you didn't
Now I'm unable to give you few moment of life.
 
No  way was left  - for helpless soul.
Except  obey and walk with him..
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Valentine
 
Value your culture & feeling.
Always remember sacrifice of your near & dear one.
Level of definition are different.
Every level command different form of feeling.
Numerous people in India celebrates as affection day.
Today Bhagat Singh, Rajguru & Sukhdev Sacrificed their life for the country.
In the spirit of love towards  mother India.
No love bigger then mother India love.
En light torch of love for the sake of mother India.
 
Very first love motherland.
After all symbol of our existence.
Let us apply & set example of motherland love.
Every step in this direction will certainly add strength other form of love.
Now people of India will decide.
Their love story to whole world.
I, we & every citizen love motherland.
New culture of love is about to start.
Each heart beat for motherland India.
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Valentine Day
 
O God Really.
I do not think so.
we do not have time.
everyone sailing on a ship
which move only on trust arrow.
Few among us may be flying on airplane
where  your heart is occupy pilot seat.
why we need a day
to express & prove our self.
be sure and definite
always filter your heart with trust arrow.
Believe it or not.
every day will be your Valentine day.
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View
 
Life is mystery, when we fail to understand
Life is heaven, when understand.
Life is boring, without any direction.
Life is thrilling, when you set goal.
living for good cause is life.
living for bad cause is also is life.
It may be Living for yourself.
It may be  living for others.
It's our choice. Its. our life.
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View-In Your Eye
 
Very first & foremost is motherland.
Voice of motherland must be listen.
Various problems spread all over country.
Via caste, creed, religion &region.
Villages verses metropolitan cities inequality.
Variety of religious faith & their culture can not be ignored considering status of
motherland as world largest democracy.
Vision for the solutions must be broader & acceptable to all sections of society.
Valuable but difficult task for honestly implementation of welfare programs for
public.
Visual of honestly implemented  programs can be seen in the long run
View, treat&love motherland as you own mother.
Very first & foremost is motherland.
Voice of motherland must be listen.
Various problems spread all over country.
Via caste, creed, religion &region.
Villages verses metropolitan cities inequality.
Variety of religious faith & their culture can not be ignored considering status of
motherland as world largest democracy.
Vision for the solutions must be broader & acceptable to all sections of society.
Valuable but difficult task for honestly implementation of welfare programs for
public.
Visual of honestly implemented  programs can be seen in the long run
View, treat&love motherland as you own mother.
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Violence- Improper & Immoral
 
Misused is the root cause.
Awareness of consequences is totally ignored.
Real problems are sidelined.
Twist and turn are very fast.
Immediate action by mind  for action, but  without deep thoughts
Nowhere near solution as wasted interests are in control of situation
 
Line of action is redirected.
Unknown actors are in the  fray for their evil  objects.
Totally ignorant of  basic problem, as they want to implement their agenda.
Height of  rigid attitude  is on its peak.
Every road of desired solution  is almost closed.
Role of   immortality  bound to grow as wasted interests are in commanding
position.
 
Kindly knock & coordinate between mind and heart
Incite your your soul for understanding of situation.
No one will force you to dance on their tune.
Grow & move toward maturity so as to difference between good and bad.
 
Just  concentration on problems.
Realize  and control your anger  so as to safeguard from wasted interests with
their immoral  ideology.
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Wake-Up
 
Come on  come on fellow citizen
Join us and refresh our memories
Unforgettable memories of unsung heroes
Those sacrifice their life for country.
 
Country is mother for them
Like every one love his/her mother.
They love and  sacrifice their life
Only to restore honor and pride
Of their mother land.
And gave marching order to foreign invaders
To leave our motherland.
 
Journey is full of difficulty and hardship
Very difficult to find word to define difficulty.
Find way and mean to defeat
The Forces  of Anarchy, disorder, chaos and colonial rulers.
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Way
 
All  the clean and plain way.
On the rough and tuff way.
In the sloppy and mountain way.
 
 
Difficulties always meet you.
Like your favorite friend.
Like good friend teaches
How to greet them and come over them.
 
Few people came in front of you on the way
Tell us how to reach on destination.
Indeed right direction and method
So as to reach desire destination on time.
 
Some of them our friend all the way.
Some of them our competitor on the way.
Some  of them our enemy in the way.
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Way- As You See.
 
Organized cloud like umbrella sky.
Sky is like a roof, which encourage trust.
Trust is a chain of good relation.
 
Good relation is a road to growth.
Growth consist of unnumbered field.
Unnumbered  field  is a way of experience.
 
Experience is a resolving tool.
Resolving tool  always hit problem.
Problem forces to think for solution.
 
Solution is a way to peace.
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Way Of Life
 
Have a look on small child
Who is sleeping, totally unaware.
What is happening around him/her
Even playing with different toy
Feel and read relaxation on their face.
 
Little later, a grown up child
Full of tension and pressure.
Lot of books and series of exam.
But last paper of final exam,
Same child in his/her teenage  again in relax mode.
 
 
Crossing all the road
Holding and removing tension and pressure
From childhood to youth age
From youth to parenthood.
Once their children are settled
Infect last Relaxation is achieved.
 
Relaxation level are different.
Responsibility and duty run along with it.
Few face difficulty, tension and pressure
Like child and rest of them accept all these hurdles
Like challenge and always in relaxation mode.
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Way We Look
 
On the peak of mountain and depth of  ocean
The sun rays look & greet entire humanity.
Humanity to respect wonderful law
Generate spirit of  fight
Defeat all difficult situation.
Stand up, came out with flying color & spread odor of lotus.
 
 
A refreshing ideology for humanity
This is right direction to move on
This is the right path to see real life
 
 
This is the right way to follow
Happiness will be our doorstep.
Feeling of self satisfaction.
Satisfaction is path of  Nirvana
 
Respect all humanity.
Humanity is full of wonderful people.
People to follow law
Wonderful law is the source of inspiration.
Inspiration always give us strength    to see, fight problem
And way to solution.
Solution in itself is a mark of satisfaction & happiness.
Satisfaction & happiness spread like odor of lotus.
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We Should Do
 
We are citizens of India.
Happy to enjoy rights, we will remember duties.
Privileges is your birth right, we will remember  underprivileged.
Facilities is your necessity, we will remember welfare.
Status is your symbol, we will remember motherland.
Ignorance of law is no excuse, we will remember.
Simply convert personal gain to mutual gain.
Everything for entering new world.
Just for the sake of equality and justice.
Yes we will do for our country.
We should do  all the good deed for our India.
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We Will
 
I will try my level best
He will try  his  best.
They will  certainly put  their  best.
We will together  perform our best.
I will respect law of the land.
He will try to speak truth.
They will  preach  honesty in the society society.
We will  promote  peace & brotherhood for the growth of our motherland.
Everyone take one step toward good cause.
Prime object is take step one good step for the sake of  your own country.
Yes at least one good step in right direction by every citizens of India
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Welcome Evening
 
Sun is ready to set down.
While birds are flying to their respective nest.
When people came out to see beauty of nature.
Cool and pleasant air give feeling of refresh.
Children playing in the ground.
Atmosphere filled with sporting spirit
Every one  take advantage sitituation.
Have maximum relaxation, fun, thrill and joy.
An evening, will you please stop for few moment.
Before arrival of night.
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What Is This
 
What is this
this is your dream.
this is your path.
this is your joy.
this is your thrill.
Fulfill your dream
follow good path.
have some joy of your choice
achieving your target
enjoy maximum  thrill.
this is what your looking for.
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Who Told You
 
Where is the  spirit of nationalism.
Humanity is no where near humanity.
On the contrary people are busy in fighting for meaningless cause.
Terror for falsehood is growing among masses.
Over of honesty almost finished.
loyalty of measurement is buttering.
Desire of dream  India is simply for selected people only.
Yet another voice for right is on its peak
Our wisdom required to be overhaul.
United  spirit of well being of India is the need  of  the hour.
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Win
 
Wanted & loved  by millions.
We shell have it at all cost.
Will power  always enjoy supermacy.
Widely omnipresent in every field.
With hardwork & devotion a road is created.
Where object egarly standing with open arm.
When object about to shake your hand.
While shaking hand, please keep in mind preservation.
Without preservation true sense of achievement is meaningless.
What is important maintenance & preservation of achievement for long
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Win-Long Way
 
Wanted & loved  by millions.
We shell have it at all cost.
Will power  always enjoy supermacy.
Widely omnipresent in every field.
With hardwork & devotion a road is created.
Where object egarly standing with open arm.
When object about to shake your hand.
While shaking hand, please keep in mind preservation.
Without preservation true sense of achievement is meaningless.
What is important maintenance & preservation of achievement for long
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Winter Season
 
Beauty with silence
and attraction ready to surrender.
Simple jerk, she came out with full force
So frank did not hesitate to touch your soft lips.
This not enough for her and eager to contact your tongue
Want to say
&quot; sip  sip have a dip of my company&quot; 
is ready to enter  your internal soul.
Which gave a feeling of camel of desert
Desert to forget the  heat and forced to say it's cool…wha cool hai
Varity of Flavors is a symbol of taste
Taste gives you feeling like flying in the sky.
Sky which take you to summer to winter season.
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With Me.
 
O god O dear god.
Your are again so kind to me.
I am floating like boat in a river.
Fly like kite in sky.
I am thrilled and overjoyed.
I do not know how to withhold.
Level of kindness  shower by god.
Every one work hard, but handful, infect
Only precious people get kindness shower.
I am worried  and more careful.
By mistake I never make any mistake.
Kindness shower must remain with me forever.
Please, please god remain with me.
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World- A Door Step
 
Sun and moon  are only  motivation symbol.
Thought and its application in life
Make you  fly in the sky.
 
World is tiny or huge is immaterial.
World remain same  as before.
World never care for you
 
 
A clear Vision in life and
Firmness on your principle.
Only  good thought   and its application
 
Will full fill dream life.
World will be at your doorstep.
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Yes Got It.
 
Observing entire field set up from his run up point.
On a pitch which is unfamiliar with bowler, but highly motivated bowler running
with speed.
Over the wicket full length ball just hit helmet of batsmen.
Obviously reaction of batsmen like beaten by the ball.
Outside field setup viewed by batsman as if he want to project himself not
beaten by ball.
Out appeal by the bowler supported by other players, but umpire is unmoved.
Off course bowler don't have choice, but simply towards pavilion end to bowl
again.
Over-pitch ball by bowler invited batsmen to hit bowl for boundary.
Outlook of team on bowler is very high& captain discussing with bowler on
bowling tactics.
Overcharged bowler running from pavilion end with full speed additional charge
in his arm through ball straight to the wicket keeper hand, wales lying on the
ground.
Overwhelming crowed enjoying in shouting & clapping.
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Yes You Can
 
Yes you can damage.
Peace & harmony  among masses.
 
Yes you can play With
Sentiment & faith of people.
 
Yes you can inflame society.
Unity &  bond  of different sects.
 
Yes  you can define.
Law & order as per your convenience.
 
Yes you can convert.
Happiness into sorrow & sorrow  into happiness for the sake of your own interest.
 
Yes you can create.
Hue & cry  atmosphere in the country.
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Yoga
 
Yoga is a remote control of body.
Remote control will take nerve system to health channel.
Health will display how to control nerve system.
Once apply various form of yoga in life.
Life will be happier and fine.
A fine health is a way to effective working.
A peaceful & control life will invite friendship.
Friendship is a bond of cordial relationship.
A good atmosphere is a symbol of progress
Yoga a day keeps disease away.
Have a yoga & enjoy happy life.
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Young Brigade
 
Just completed there education younger generation are in the field.
Jack of all trade is  the policy, irrespective of their education field.
Jocker like position in the beginning of life
Junior with their young blood want to prove that we are future of country.
Job is the first & foremost priority for their existence.
Justice is another side of their young blood fighting for.
Jointer link among  youth is fight against  Orthodox thought & fashion.
Jointly approaching people from political as well as social media.
Jubilation can be seen on their faces.
Joining as Young brigade ready to build country with their innovative ideas.
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